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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

Since around 2000, governments in developing countries have leased an estimated 49.2 million 

hectares of land (Land Matrix 2017) to private companies in an effort to use land assets more 

efficiently and modernize agricultural production. These “land grabs,” more neutrally termed 

large-scale land acquisitions (LSLAs), have become so widespread that conservative estimates 

suggest around 12 million people globally have been directly affected (Davis et al. 2014). Despite 

the scale of this phenomenon, and its implications for local communities, analysis of its impacts 

has been, with some recent exceptions, largely the purview of qualitative research (Deininger and 

Xia 2016) and has been inconclusive on the effects of these leases on agricultural labor, household 

welfare, and technology adoption. Among countries promoting LSLAs, Cambodia stands out, 

granting its first LSLAs to private companies as early as 1996. Between 1996 and 2012, when it 

halted the practice (Hance 2012), the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) allocated around 11 

percent of its land area, and 65 percent of its arable land (Drbohlav and Hejkrlik 2018), to private 

companies for agricultural projects. 

This paper engages the argument that LSLAs are a transformative development strategy by 

examining the central claim that LSLAs result in increased paid employment among local 

communities. I then measure effects at the household level in household agricultural investment 

decisions and welfare. I merge spatial data of LSLAs approved by the RGC with newly geocoded 

survey data from the Cambodia Socio-Economic Survey (CSES), covering the period of 1999 to 

2016, and measure the effects of LSLA establishment using a multi-period difference-in-

differences (DID) estimation strategy.  

Private companies and policy makers contend that LSLAs lead to the productive 

exploitation of previously unused or inefficiently used land. They argue this rural development 
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approach generates employment opportunities, increased food availability, agricultural technology 

transfer, and associated spillover effects along other dimensions of economic development.1 

Opponents argue LSLAs threaten local livelihoods through dispossession and initiate competition 

between members of local communities for farmland. They claim mechanized agro-industrial 

projects do not  have any effects on employment, as capital-intensive farming techniques minimize 

the need for human labor, or on food security, as non-food crops intended for export do not 

contribute to local consumption (Liu et al. 2012).  

This ongoing policy debate is a product of an unsettled question in the literature over 

whether LSLAs present opportunities or detriment to economic development on net. Kleemann 

and Thiele (2015) identify the main channels for LSLAs to potentially benefit local farmers as 

technology dissemination and employment. They formalize the relationship between LSLAs and 

local labor markets mathematically, and argue that if labor demands by the LSLA and technology 

transfer from the farm to local farmers are high enough, then one can expect welfare improvements 

for local communities, even for those dispossessed of their land. 

There is currently disagreement over whether LSLAs require labor and impart technology 

at this theoretical threshold required to benefit local farmers on net. Arezki et al. (2013) suggest it 

is possible that companies do not intend to develop LSLAs into agricultural production projects, 

and use them simply as a type of asset speculation. Nolte and Ostermeier (2017) project that 

employment effects of LSLAs on local farmers are probably negative, between -22 and -74 

percent, for the countries in their study and argue that based on the structure of the agricultural 

 
1 In the context of Cambodia, this is perhaps best summarized by the RGC’s statement in the 2009 Land Policy 
Declaration signed by Prime Minister Hun Sen, which states that “land distribution shall ensure equity, social stability, 
food security and facilitate investment based on the natural characteristic, type and quality of the soil, for sustainable 
economic development, prevent land concentration, and promote productive and effective use of the land” (Neef and 
Touch 2016). 
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economy in the Asia-Pacific region, this effect will be on the high end of that estimate. 

Baumgartner et al. (2015) also project the effects of LSLAs in Ethiopia on income, prices, and 

employment and argue contrary to Nolte and Ostermeier (2017) that LSLAs will likely result in 

increased incomes and employment, but at the cost of access to land and water resources.  

Quasi-experimental estimates of the impacts of LSLAs are an active area of research. 

Deininger and Xia (2016) make progress on this using a two-period DID approach to quantify the 

spillover effects from large farms in Mozambique. They focus mostly on outcomes related to 

agricultural technology transfer and find highly localized transmission of certain agricultural 

practices. They find evidence of weak negative employment effects but only for those residing 

within 50 to 100 kilometers from large farms, and they are not able to test for the evolving 

employment situation after the establishment of the farm. Ali et al. (2016) examine large farm 

establishment in Ethiopia and find no evidence of an impact on the rural labor market, although 

they do find evidence for technology adoption related to the proximity to large farms.     

Herrmann (2017) examines the effects of outgrower schemes among LSLAs on 

employment and wages in Tanzania using propensity score matching and finds significant positive 

effects of participation in outgrower arrangements for nearby small farmers, implying that the 

institutional arrangements that connect local farmers and large farms are important in determining 

the local employment effects. Herrmann and Grote (2015) perform a similar analysis for farmers 

in Malawi. Bunte et al. (2018) examine Liberia and use a DID approach coupled with propensity 

score matching and nighttime luminosity data to estimate the economic activity caused by LSLAs. 

They look at both agricultural projects and mining projects, and find significant effects related to 

mining LSLAs. They conclude that in particular mining LSLAs improve local economic growth 

outcomes, and these effects are particularly strong for Chinese concessions. 
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Regarding the specific study of LSLAs in Cambodia, Davis et al. (2015) examines the 

effects of LSLAs using propensity score matching and remote sensing data to show that LSLAs 

are associated with increased deforestation, suggesting that LSLAs are indeed being developed as 

farms, at least to some extent. Jiao et al. (2015), uses propensity score matching and a cross section 

of 600 households in three villages in Cambodia to estimate the effect of having an LSLA close to 

one’s village on household income. They find proximity to an LSLA decreases total household 

income by around 22 percent.  

Overall, this literature is limited by data availability to mostly matching studies with 

challenges to internal validity, and there is still a lack of clarity around the relationship between 

LSLAs and local labor markets, welfare and agricultural technology transfer. In this context, I use 

the case of Cambodia to make the following contributions. First, I clarify whether LSLAs are 

responsible for changes in labor market participation in rural areas of developing countries. 

Second, I locate these effects to a particular spatial extent, characterize non-linear effects over 

space, and explore whether these effects are sustained over time or if they are simply the result of 

a short-term need for labor related to land clearing and planting. Third, I assess the overall effect 

of LSLAs on household spending in nearby regions, and provide estimates of the effect of LSLAs 

on agricultural input use. Fourth, I offer some insight into whether these outcomes differ by the 

source, domestic or foreign, of the LSLA. 

I find that living near an LSLA results in a shift away from independent agricultural 

production towards employment in agricultural labor. These effects are economically significant, 

as male employment in agricultural labor from within zero to five kilometers of an LSLA increases 

by about 134 percent of the sample mean and is sustained over the post-treatment period. However, 

the effects are only statistically significant within a narrow five-kilometer region around the 
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LSLAs. Analysis of household spending effects indicates that receiving an LSLA results in a large 

decline in household spending both on food and non-food items, both on and within five kilometers 

of the LSLAs. I measure large increases in aggregate spending on chemical fertilizers, pesticides, 

and herbicides for regions leased as LSLAs, but contrary to expectations, there are no other 

spillovers in agricultural technology beyond the borders of the LSLAs.  

Broadly, the results indicate that regions around LSLAs are shifting their economic 

activities toward working on the LSLAs, while also becoming poorer. While this seems 

contradictory, it is reminiscent of the historical experience of the latifundia-minifundia system, 

characterized by large export-oriented farms adjacent to poor households, common in Latin 

America, and particularly Brazil, from the 1960s through the 1980s (Jazairy et al. 1992). The 

results for the employment outcomes and agricultural investment are generally robust to restricting 

the sample to those I can identify to have never migrated related to LSLAs. The results related to 

household domestic spending are stable in magnitude and sign, but statistical significance is not 

robust when limiting the sample to non-moving household heads. It is possible the decline in 

household welfare is potentially driven by migration induced by the presence of LSLAs. 

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines the policy context of 

LSLA allocation in Cambodia. Section 3 describes and discusses the data this study uses and 

provides descriptive statistics. Section 4 outlines my empirical strategy. Section 5 presents and 

discusses the results on employment outcomes. Section 6 presents and discusses the results 

examining household welfare and farm spending. Section 7 concludes.   

 
SECTION 2: LSLA POLICY BACKGROUND IN CAMBODIA 
 
In the second half of the 1970s, the Khmer Rouge regime abolished all private rights to land. As 

Cambodia regained sovereignty in the early 1990s from United Nations’ administration, the 
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drafters of the new constitution decided not to restore pre-Khmer Rouge land rights and placed all 

land ownership with the state. As a result, the RGC officially owns all land in the country, while 

individuals have the right to occupy and exploit land.  

The RGC pursued LSLAs as a development strategy starting in the mid-1990s under the 

Economic Land Concession (ELC) plan, which was formally codified in the 2001 Land Law 

(Sophal 2015). ELC is a synonym for LSLA in Cambodia. The 2001 Land Law allows the RGC 

to make use of any “private state land” (Sochua and Wilkstrom 2012) as it sees fit. The RGC 

claims to evaluate LSLA proposals based on the potential for the project to achieve the following 

six objectives: (1) increase agricultural and agro-industrial production with modern technology, 

(2) create employment, (3) promote the living standards of the people, (4) protect the environment 

and promote natural resource management, (5) avoid and minimize adverse social impacts, and 

(6) process raw agricultural materials (Kingdom of Cambodia 2005). There is considerable reason 

to question whether the RGC applies these criteria faithfully in evaluating applications (Neef and 

Touch 2016). 

In the period between 1996 and 2012, the RGC allocated almost two million hectares, 

around 11 percent of its total land area, to private companies (Sophal 2015).2 Under the Land Law, 

the RGC can grant exclusive rights to develop the land to investors for up to 99 years in exchange 

for certain investments and fees (UN 2004). At the time the RGC allocates the LSLA, there are 

frequently large numbers of people residing, and farming, on the land and the investors, working 

with the RGC, frequently remove them forcibly (Sochua and Wilkstrom 2012).  

The RGC encourages investors to integrate residing farmers into their production through 

contract farming, although the extent to which this occurs is unknown and there is reason to be 

 
2 For reference, the US state of New Jersey contains roughly two million hectares of land. 
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dubious of the investors’ earnestness in pursuing this (Neef and Touch 2016). Residents can apply 

for rights to their land if they can show that they have been living, and working, on the land for at 

least five years prior to the LSLA’s lease, although this process is reportedly difficult to access 

(Sochua and Wilkstrom 2012). This policy came under intense criticism from Cambodian civil 

society and the international community due to the human rights concern it generated, resulting in 

the RGC putting a moratorium on further LSLA leases in 2012 (Neef and Touch 2016), although 

those LSLAs granted from 1996 to 2012 are still in existence. 

 

SECTION 3: DATA 

3.1 Open Development Cambodia (ODC) 

Data on the location and characteristics of LSLAs in Cambodia come from Open Development 

Cambodia (ODC), a non-profit organization started by the East-West Management Institute, based 

in Phnom Penh and active since 2015 (ODC 2019). The ODC data covers all known LSLAs in 

Cambodia and collected this data from sources in the public domain, including government 

publications and public statements, NGOs, research institutes, company websites, and news 

reports. 

For most LSLAs, the ODC data contain the polygon(s) of the LSLA. For others it contains 

only the centroid. Figure 1 shows the locations of these LSLAs in Cambodia in 1999, 2004, 2008, 

and 2012. It shows that the RGC initially allocated LSLAs in the heavily forested southwest and 

northeast quadrants of the country, and then filled in the zone in the middle over time. The sizes 

of these LSLAs range between 321 ha to 315,028 ha with an average size of 8,101.42 ha. Rubber 

production is an important part of the story as the increase in LSLA leases roughly coincides with 

a 991 percent increase in the international price for rubber. It is by far the most popular investment 
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(see Figure A.1 in the Appendix for an illustration), with acacia and sugarcane a distant second 

and third.3 

[Figure 1] 

The dataset contains two measures for the date of establishment: (1) the date of the sub-

decree by the government of Cambodia that the lease had been granted, and (2) the contract signing 

date between the company and the government. Since most records have one or the other, I use 

the date that is available as the earliest possible time when the LSLA could have been established. 

In the few cases when the record contains both the contract signing and the sub-decree, I use the 

contract signing date. Two LSLAs in the ODC data that do not come with dates have dates in the 

commonly used Land Matrix dataset, which I use.4 I omit all LSLAs that are listed in the ODC as 

having their lease revoked. In total, I include 236 LSLAs in my analysis. Most of this investment, 

42 percent, comes from within Cambodia itself, and most foreign investment comes from within 

East Asia, with China and Vietnam responsible for 18 and 14 percent of the LSLA hectarage, 

respectively. In this way the LSLA phenomenon in Cambodia is different from its form in sub-

Saharan Africa, in that most LSLAs in that region come from foreign investors (Nolte et al. 2016).  

3.2 Cambodian Socio-Economic Surveys (CSES) 

The CSES is a nationally representative cross-sectional survey that has collected data in 

intermittent years from 1993 to 2004 and then annually since 2007, which I append into a pooled 

dataset of repeated cross sections spanning the years 1999 to 2016. In the years covered in this 

study, the CSES selects households each year for inclusion in the sample randomly from a sample 

 
3 Note that LSLA projects often choose multiple crops and I do not have information on the land allotted for each one. 
So this statement is based on a simple count of how many LSLAs in Cambodia report choosing a specific crop for 
cultivation. 
4  The Land Matrix Dataset is an inventory of all the known global land deals identified as part of the LSLA 
phenomenon. Despite its limitations, it has formed the basis for much published academic work (Lay and Nolte 2018; 
Arezki et al. 2013). 
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of villages chosen with the probability of selection equal to the village’s estimated population 

(Kingdom of Cambodia 1999; Soeurn 2010). It contains measures on labor market participation, 

household characteristics and many other individual and household-level variables useful in the 

analysis. The sample size for the CSES has been 3,600 households (340 villages) annually except 

for 2007, 2009, and 2014, when the sample size expanded to 12,000 households (870 villages).  

The CSES does not come with its observations geocoded, although it does contain 

information on the village and commune in which households are located. In 2013, the RGC’s 

Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports (MEYS) conducted a survey of over 14,000 villages in 

Cambodia to measure their distances to upper secondary schools (DUSS). In this effort, the MEYS 

collected the geocoordinates of each village. Crucially, this dataset generally uses the same 

standardized English spellings for villages used by the NIS in the CSES. Using this, I identify 

precise locations for approximately 95.8 percent of villages in the CSES from 1999 to 2016. I use 

this to assign a longitude and latitude coordinate to observations and measure each village’s 

distance to the border of the nearest LSLA polygon, or centroid, from the ODC data. There are 17 

LSLAs in the ODC data that do not contain the date that they were established but do have spatial 

information. I use their locations to omit observations that are within 20 kilometers of these 

LSLAs, resulting in a loss of around five percent of the observations from the CSES. I include a 

more detailed summary of this process in the Appendix. Figure 2 shows the precise locations of 

all the CSES villages across Cambodia.  

[Figure 2] 

The early rounds of the CSES are not consistent with the later rounds in the way they 

capture certain variables. In particular, surveys before 1999 do not collect data on an individual’s 

ethnicity. As a result, I limit the dataset to the CSES surveys between 1999 and 2016. Tables 1 and 
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2 contains the descriptive statistics on the pooled data at the individual level, and household level 

respectively, from the CSES over these years. No single survey year represents more than 9.5 

percent of the observations in the data (2004). All observations experience an LSLA within 80 

kilometers of their village at some point between 1996 and 2012. Following previous literature, I 

focus my analysis within the cutoff of 20 kilometers or closer. Using this as a guide, 35.4 percent 

of the sample is in an area within 20 kilometers of an LSLA, and 29.9 percent of the sample is 

surveyed after the LSLA has been established.  

[Table 1 and Table 2] 

 

SECTION 4: EMPIRICAL STRATEGY 

4.1 Difference-in-Differences at 10 and 15 Kilometers 

This analysis follows Deininger and Xia (2016) and Bunte et al. (2018) in assuming that spatial 

proximity to LSLAs enables the transmission of spillover effects to the local population. I examine 

in this analysis whether employment shifts and changes in household welfare and farm investment 

occur as a result of proximity to an established LSLA. While I pursue the same approach for the 

analysis of individual employment outcomes and household outcomes, for brevity I orient my 

discussion of the specifications and identification around the former.  

I initially present results at thresholds of 10, and 15 kilometers based on cutoffs used in 

previous research on proximity to rural industrial development (Chuhan-Pole et al. 2015; Bunte et 

al. 2018; Kotsadam and Tolonen 2016; Kotsadam et al. 2018; Benshaul-Tolonen 2018) and studies 

of commuting distances for people in developing countries (Kung et al. 2014).5 I address selection 

 
5 Benshaul-Tolonen (2018) argues a “15-kilometer zone around a mine can be considered an economically integrated 
area.” 
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bias by exploiting the repeated cross-sectional structure of the CSES data to estimate a DID 

specification as developed in Benshaul-Tolonen (2018) and employed in Chuhan-Pole et al. 

(2015), Kotsadam and Tolonen (2016), Knutsen et al. (2016), and Kotsadam et al. (2018). 

I estimate all specifications using OLS and begin with the following, 

!"#$% = '( + '*+,+-#,/ × -1234#% +	'6+,+-#,/ +	78" + 9$ + :$∗% + <=% + >"#$%,																	(1) 

where !"#$%  is an employment outcome of an individual B in village C in district D in year 2. I 

examine three employment outcomes. First, I look at a binary variable equaling one if an 

individual’s primary economic activity is in paid non-agricultural employment, and equaling zero 

otherwise. I also use a binary variable equaling one if the individual’s primary economic activity 

is as an agricultural laborer and equaling zero otherwise, and a binary variable equaling one if an 

individual’s primary economic activity is in agricultural production for sale in the market and 

equaling zero otherwise. If LSLAs are indeed creating on-farm paid employment opportunities in 

Cambodia, I expect to see a shift away from independent production into agricultural labor. If there 

are spillovers into the non-agricultural labor market within the local economy, I expect a positive 

shift into non-agricultural paid employment. 

 The interaction +,+-#,/ × -1234#% is the DID measure. It is equivalent to a binary variable 

equal to one if the individual is in a village that is within E kilometers of an LSLA the year the 

respondent was surveyed. The estimated coefficient 'F* provides a measure of my parameter of 

interest, the impact of the establishment of an LSLA within the distance selected as the cutoff. The 

variable +,+-#,/ is a binary variable equal to one if the observation is within E kilometers to an 

LSLA in any year between when the program started in 1996 and 2016. The variable -1234#% is a 

binary measure equal to one if the observation comes from the time period after the LSLA within 

E  kilometers has been leased. The +,+-#,/  variable controls for time-invariant unobservable 
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factors associated with selection into being within a certain distance to an LSLA. The vector 8" is 

a set of individual controls including sex, age, education level and indicators for the individual’s 

ethnicity and a binary measure for whether the household is in a rural or urban location. In 

regressions using the children in the sample, I omit the education variable since I am concerned 

this may be influenced by the treatment, and add household size, education level of the household 

head, age of the household head, and gender of the household head. Being close to an LSLA varies 

within districts, which allows me to include 9$, a vector of district fixed effects, and :$∗%, a vector 

of district-level linear time trends. The vector <=% is a set of province-year interaction terms.  

Table A.1 contains all the individual-level variables included in this part of the analysis, 

their measurements, and their sources. Table A.2 contains the same for the household-level 

measures. I cluster the standard errors at the village level to take into account that observations are 

not independent within each village. To ensure that the sample is reflective of the overall 

population, I use probability weights provided by the CSES in all estimations. This strategy 

examines different outcome variables, so false positives (type I errors) are a concern. To avoid 

this, I report Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted q-values to control for the false discovery rate, along 

with measures of the naïve p-values for coefficients of interest (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; 

MacDonald 2014). I use the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure over variants on the Bonferroni 

correction because it allows for more statistical power (Fink et al. 2014), is more likely to correctly 

reject null hypotheses when they are false, and works well when tests are correlated (Benjamini 

and Yekutieli 2001; Genovese and Wasserman 2002).6  

 
6  For all Benjamini-Hochberg calculations, the number of outcomes considered at the individual level is three 
(employed outside agriculture, agricultural laborer, and market producer). For the household analysis I treat the 
welfare and farm spending analysis separately, so I control for nine outcomes in the welfare categories, and eight 
outcomes in the farm spending categories. 
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 For equation (1) to estimate the causal relationship between employment outcomes and 

LSLA establishment, the timing and location of LSLAs must be exogenous to local trends in 

employment. Businesses pursuing large-scale agricultural projects prefer to invest in regions with 

higher corruption, less secure land rights, and less capacity for political organization (Bunte et al. 

2018; Arezki et al. 2013). Additionally, it is likely investors would prefer to invest first in areas 

that have more agricultural potential, and have better access to transportation infrastructure to more 

efficiently move their product to processing centers and final markets. These factors are generally 

time-invariant and should not threaten identification. My preferred specification also controls for 

policy changes and other shocks specific to an individual’s province and year by controlling for 

province-year fixed effects and unobserved variables that trend smoothly within districts over time, 

captured by district-specific linear time trends. 

 Since I am using data with a pooled repeated cross-sectional structure, the most serious 

threat to identification is treatment-induced migration. If LSLAs cause people to select into or out 

of the treatment zone over time based on unobservable variables, the parallel trends assumption 

necessary for causal inference of the measured effects is not valid. To identify the effects of LSLAs 

on the original populations residing in these spaces, I follow Benshaul-Tolonen (2018) and 

Kotsadam and Tolonen (2016) and remove people who have moved within 20 kilometers of an 

LSLA since its establishment and see if the results hold. It is worth keeping in mind that although 

I suspect LSLAs to mostly cause in-migration to adjacent regions, outmigration could still be an 

issue, and this approach does not address this. 

4.2 Geographic Distribution of Effects 

I also examine specifications that provide a more detailed estimation of the effects of LSLAs over 

space. For this, I construct four five-kilometer distance bands and a variable for whether the 
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individual resides in a village located inside an LSLA, and amend the specification from equation 

(1) as follows, 

!"#$% = '( +GHI
I

+,+-#,I × -1234#% +	GJI
I

+,+-#,I +	78" + 9$ + :$∗% + <=% + >"#$%,			(2) 

where all variables are defined as before, and L  is the set of distance bands such that L ∈

{[0], (0, 5], (5, 10], (10, 15], (15, 20]}. Note that if L = 0 then the individual is in a village that is 

leased as an LSLA. This fixes the reference group as those beyond 20 kilometers, whereas in the 

specification outlined in equation (1) the comparison group shifts based on the cutoff specified, 

and allows the measurement of the effects of the presence of an LSLA over different distance 

intervals from the LSLA, and allows for the possibility of non-linear effects of LSLAs over space 

(Benshaul-Tolonen 2018). I separate out those I can identify to be residing on the LSLA itself, 

since unlike those in the other distance bands, these individuals are being dispossessed of their 

land. For these reasons, equation (2) is my preferred specification.  

 To probe further into any potential non-linearities in the effect of the LSLA over space, I 

also estimate the continuous DID model, 

!"#$% = '( + T1(U#) × +,+-#,/ × -1234#% + U# + 78" + 9$ + :$∗% + <=% + >"#$%,																			(3) 

where all variables are defined as before, the continuous measure U#, distance from one’s closest 

LSLA in the year of the respondent’s survey, now enters into the specification through the function 

1(∙), a restricted cubic spline with four knots. For those on the LSLA at E = 0, I assign them a 

value of E = 0.0001 to count them as treated.  

4.3 Event Study Analysis 

The ODC data contain only information for when these LSLAs are initially leased. It is unknown 

how long it takes for these companies to develop this land and put it into production. Additionally, 

many of these farms are planting rubber. Rubber plantations have a particular life cycle with a 
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large amount of up-front development in the first year, minimal maintenance for around five years 

waiting for the trees to mature, and then constant costs of production (Goswami and Challa 2007). 

As a result, it is possible the labor demand on these farms will be different across time after the 

treatment.  

To examine whether the measured effects change over time, I amend equation (2) to 

estimate the following specification, 

!"#$% = '( +GYZ
Z

+,+-#,((,[] × \B]3Z +	G^I
I

+,+-#,I × -1234#% +GJ_
_

+,+-#,_ +	78"

+ 9$ + :$∗% + <=% + >"#$%,																																																																																														(4) 

where again all variables are defined as before. The vector \B]3Z  is a set of binary variables 

measuring whether the respondent is treated within a certain time period relative to the 

establishment of the LSLA within zero to five kilometers from its location. I use three-year time 

period groupings so that a  is defined as a ∈ {[−12,−8], [−7,−5], [−4,−2], [1, 3], [4, 6],

[7, 9], [10, 12], [13, 20]}.7  I focus on the zero to five kilometer region due to the results from 

the estimates of equation (2). The set L is now the collection of distance bands other than the zero 

to five kilometer band such that L ∈ {[0], (5, 10], (10, 15], (15, 20]}, and the set 3 is the complete 

set of distance bands such that 3 ∈ {[0], (0, 5], (5, 10], (10, 15], (15, 20]}. 

This specification provides an additional use since it offers some insight into the internal 

validity of the empirical strategy. If the estimates yield small, statistically insignificant coefficients 

fluctuating in sign for the periods prior to treatment and consistent and statistically significant 

coefficients in the periods post treatment, it is a good indication that there were not changes in the 

outcome variable prior to treatment and the effect one sees is the effect of the LSLA.  

 
7 I amend these time groupings for certain specifications depending on data availability in different time periods.  
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4.4 Effects of Foreign Versus Domestic Investors 

Li (2011) notes that foreign expropriation of land in developing countries is reminiscent of the 

colonial period, and unsurprisingly many analysts characterize the contemporary popularity of 

LSLAs as a new dimension of neocolonialism. Due to Cambodia’s distinct situation, where 

domestic investors drive a large share of its LSLAs, it provides an opportunity to examine whether 

treatment effects vary by origin of the land investment. I do this by identifying two groups based 

on whether an individual’s LSLA within a chosen distance is of foreign origin, and of those 

whether the individual’s LSLA is of domestic origin. I then estimate the following specification,  

!"#$% = '( + g*+,+-#,/ × -1234#% × hi43Bjk# + g6+,+-#,/ × hi43Bjk#

+ J*+,+-#,/ × -1234#% × Ui]3L2Bl# +	J6+,+-#,/ × Ui]3L2Bl# +	78" + 9$

+ :$∗% + <=% + >"#$%,																																																																																																								(5) 

where hi43Bjk# is equal to one if the treated individual’s closest LSLA is the result of foreign 

investment and zero otherwise. The variable	Ui]3L2Bl# is equal to one if the individual’s closest 

LSLA has its origin in a Cambodian company. All other variables are defined as before. This 

maintains the reference category as those untreated beyond the distance cutoff for both treated 

groups and provides insight into how the impact of land investments may differ across investor 

origins. The difference between the two DID parameters g* and J* is a measure of any difference 

in labor demand between the two types of investors, I use F-tests of whether g* = J* to determine 

whether the differences in coefficients are statistically significant.  

There are mixed foreign and domestic investments, but these are uncommon in the ODC 

dataset and no observations are treated within 20 kilometers of one. There are a significant number 

of observations within 20 kilometers of an LSLA with investors of unknown origin. I omit them 
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from this part of the analysis, resulting in a loss of around six percent of the observations from the 

CSES used in the estimations of equations (1) through	(3).  

 
SECTION 5: INDIVIDUAL LABOR RESULTS 
 
5.1 Homogenous Distance Bands 

Table 3 contains estimates of equation (1) for adults between the ages of 20 and 60 at the 10- and 

15-kilometer cutoff distances. There are strong statistically significant effects across all groups for 

the agricultural labor and independent agricultural production outcomes, using the 10-kilometer 

threshold, suggesting relatively large increases in agricultural labor (4.2 percentage points) and a 

decline in production for agricultural markets (5.7 percentage points). One can also see the lack of 

statistical significance for paid employment in the non-agricultural sector of economy, suggesting 

no broader spillovers in the local economy. At the 20-kilometer distance cutoff there is no 

statistical significance on any of the coefficients and some of the signs have flipped, and is likely 

explained by non-linearities in labor market effects over space. These results are located in the 

Appendix in table A.3. 

[Table 3] 

Table 4 shows the estimate the same set of specifications for minors between the ages of 

10 and 14 years, ages when employment is illegal under Cambodian law. Despite this, there are 

employment shifts occurring for children at the 15-kilometer threshold in agricultural labor. There 

are fewer measurable effects closer in at the 10-kilometer cutoff, which may be the result of the 

increase in statistical power in the regression using the 15-kilometer threshold. The results are 

generally robust to the q-value correction, with statistical significance of the coefficients of interest 

holding above the five-percent level or above even with the adjustment, especially for the adults.  

[Table 4] 
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5.2 Geographic Distribution of Effects 

This quick dissipation of measurable effects over space between 10- and 20-kilometer from the 

LSLA and the unclear results at the 20-kilometer distance band motivates my second approach 

allowing for non-linear effects over space. Tables 5 and 6 contain the results for adults and 

children, respectively. One immediately notices the strong effects in the first one to five-kilometer 

band (where L = (0, 5] ) around the LSLAs again for the agricultural labor and household 

agricultural production outcome variables for both men and women in the sample. All coefficients 

are statistically significant at the one percent level within the zero to five-kilometer band around 

the LSLA, and statistical significance is again robust to the q-value adjustment. This suggests that 

in immediately adjacent regions, LSLAs trigger a shift away from primary economic activity in 

household agricultural production towards paid employment on the farm.  

[Table 5 and Table 6] 

The effects are immediately statistically insignificant in the second (five to ten kilometers). 

Surprisingly, the estimated effects do not simply approach zero as one moves farther away from 

the LSLA. Rather, they become negative and statistically significant in columns (5) through (7), 

which is indicative that there are heterogeneous effects of LSLA establishment over space likely 

due to reordering of the agricultural labor market over space in general equilibrium.  

To examine this further, I estimate equation (3) using the restricted cubic spline with four 

knots and with E = 60 to allow one to examine effects on the labor market over more space. 

Results are similar when allowing for more flexibility using six knots (available upon request). 

Figure 3 displays the results for the predicted values of the estimates and the marginal effects of 

this function. This picture is an estimate of the ripple effect of the LSLA in Cambodia’s agricultural 

labor market over space. One sees that the predicted values steeply decline over about 10 
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kilometers from the LSLA when they then increase until they become relatively stable at around 

30 to 35 kilometers away. At this point the marginal effect of moving one kilometer away from an 

LSLA as no effect on the probability of being employed in agricultural labor. This suggests 

violations of the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA) in the previous estimates, 

which I discuss in Section 5.5.  

[Figure 3] 

Separate estimates for the children in the sample all show strong effects in the same zone 

within the immediate region around LSLAs for employment. Interestingly, the results for 

agricultural labor, suggest a stronger employment effect for female children. This is in line with 

Cambodian households favoring investment in the education of the male child, for which there is 

evidence (Valesco 2004).  

5.3 Event Study Results   

Figures 4 and 5 show the estimates for ∑ YZZ  in equation (3) for agricultural labor and independent 

agricultural production, respectively. I display confidence intervals reflective of the naïve p-

values. The Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment does not change statistical inference in significant 

ways in the regressions using the adult sample. They broadly confirm that these differences in the 

one to five-kilometer zone around LSLAs are not the result of trends occurring in the pre-treatment 

period. Figure 4 shows the coefficients are stable and close to zero, with alternating signs pre-

LSLA. There is then a large increase in agricultural employment in the zone close to the LSLAs 

in the period immediately following LSLA establishment, with the estimates becoming statistically 

significant. The coefficients stabilize for several periods before a large increase 10 to 12 years 

post-lease. There is no evidence of a declining effect, which one would expect if the labor demand 
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on the LSLAs were only related to needs related to land clearing, indicating that within this 

distance to LSLAs the new labor demand is sustained over time.  

The event study for the independent agricultural production outcome, depicted in Figure 5, 

has a large negative coefficient in the pre-treatment period, but it is only statistically significant at 

the 90 percent level and the coefficient for the period immediately before treatment is very close 

to zero and statistically insignificant. One then sees sustained negative and statistically significant 

coefficients in the post-treatment period, suggesting this effect is also initiated by LSLAs. 

Figure 6 shows the results of the event study analysis for agricultural labor among adults 

in the 15- to 20-kilometer zone around LSLAs. Here, there is a sustained negative impact on 

agricultural labor after the establishment of the LSLA. These results are robust to the Benjamini-

Hochberg adjustment, suggesting that the results from estimating equation (2) are not spurious 

and there is an effect of the LSLA in this outer band. Figures A.2 and A.3 in the online appendix 

show increases for male children, and children in general, in non-agricultural employment. 

However, the estimates for the boy children are not statistically significant after adjusting for 

multiple outcomes using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. 

[Figure 4 through Figure 6] 

5.4 Foreign Versus Domestic Investors 

Table 7 shows the effects on individual employment within 15 kilometers of an LSLA by whether 

the LSLA is owned by a foreign or a domestic company. The reader should be aware that other 

regressions at different distances or distance bands generally produce null results and amendments 

to equation (2) to allows for heterogeneity over space by investor origin are hard to interpret 

(Table A.5 in the Appendix). The results indicate that both foreign and domestic companies 

investing in LSLAs in Cambodia result in positive effects on agricultural labor that are statistically 
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indistinguishable, but that the effects in the non-agricultural labor market are different, with paid 

employment in non-agricultural labor decreasing in regions within 15 kilometers of a foreign-

owned LSLA by about 8.3 percentage points while the effect of the domestically owned LSLAs is 

close to zero or even positive. This difference is statistically significant at the five percent level 

for the whole sample and the 10 percent level for the separate men and women samples correcting 

for the Benjamin-Hochberg q-values. This indicates that the foreign-owned LSLAs are different 

in how they interact with local labor markets, and potentially out compete non-agricultural 

employers for workers. 

[Table 7] 

5.5 Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA) 
 
Since there is no discrete distance where one can be certain LSLA establishment has no effect, it 

is possible that their effects extend beyond 20 kilometers and that the DID design where the 

comparison group are those respondents located beyond that threshold suffers from a violation of 

the SUTVA. My estimates allowing for non-linearities in effects out to 60 kilometers in the 

previous section suggest this may the case out to at least 30 kilometers.  

To deal with this, I simply re-estimate equation (2) and add in four new five-kilometer 

distance bands to the specification. This redefines the comparison group as respondents beyond 40 

kilometers from an LSLA, and allows me to make a direct comparison with the coefficients on the 

distance bands from the original estimate of equation (2). Tables A.6 and A.7 in the Appendix 

contain the results. The coefficients in the first distance band all hold their sign, significance and 

magnitude, suggesting that this violation is not driving those main results.  

5.6 Migration  
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Treatment-induced migration is a concern in this study since both proposed effects of LSLAs, 

dispossession for those on the LSLA and job creation for those adjacent to the LSLA, likely 

motivate migration to, and possibly away from, areas close to LSLAs. There is evidence of internal 

migration in other cases of rural industrial development, in particular mining operations (Kotsadam 

and Tolonen 2016). I confirm that areas close to LSLAs experienced greater population growth 

than those farther away by examining data available through the European Commission on Global 

Human Settlement (GHS) (Schiavana et al. 2019). The GHS data are population raster data derived 

from remote sensing imagery coupled with national census information from the years 1975, 1990, 

2000, and 2015, which I aggregate into 2.5-kilometer by 2.5-kilometer grid cells over the territory 

of Cambodia, and measure the centroid of each grid cell to the border of its closest LSLA. Figure 

7 shows the results of a local polynomial regression of the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) 

transformation of the average population estimate for the grid cell on time for grid cells within the 

various regions in proximity to LSLAs to track the long-term population trends. One sees relatively 

steep increases for those regions closer to the LSLAs, with trends flattening in the zones farther 

from the LSLAs, indicative of net inward migration into those grid cells closer to LSLAs, as 

expected.  

I check whether the results hold with the subset of the sample that I can reasonably 

determine to not have moved since the creation of an LSLA near (again defined as within 20 

kilometers from one’s village) their village. In the CSES years of 2004, 2007, 2008, 2009, and 

2011 the survey asked when a respondent moved to their village of residence. For those in areas 

within 20 kilometers of an LSLA, I restrict the data to those who have not moved to the village 

since the establishment of the LSLA closest to them. For those outside of the 20-kilometer range, 
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I am concerned about the effects of outmigration, so I restrict the dataset to those who have not 

moved to their village since at least 1996, the start of the LSLA allocations.  

The 1999 CSES survey did not ask respondents for information regarding when they 

moved to their current village of residence. Instead, it asked respondents whether they had moved 

to their current village from outside their district in the past five years. I keep those in the sample 

that report having stayed within their district for the past five years. This allows for the possibility 

that there is some intra-district migration related to LSLA establishment in this part of the sample. 

However, districts in Cambodia are, on average, small spaces,8 and as one can see in Figure 1, 

LSLA allocation was still limited, at that point, so it is unlikely that there was much movement of 

people in those years related to LSLAs.  

Tables A.8 and A.9 contain the result of this robustness check for adults and children, 

respectively. For adults, the results hold in the presence of statistical significance and sign, 

although the statistical significance is at a lower confidence level, not robust to the q-value 

correction on some coefficients and the magnitudes of the coefficients are lower. Overall this is 

suggestive that migration is not entirely driving the main results.   

 
 
SECTION 6: HOUSEHOLD SPILLOVERS RESULTS 
 
To provide a more complete picture of the economic effects of LSLAs in Cambodia, I use the same 

empirical strategy to examine the effects of LSLAs on household consumption spending, and 

investment in agricultural production. To do this, I use household-level data from the CSES to 

estimate equation (2). I use the specification outlined in equation (2) because it provides the most 

 
8 The average size of a Cambodian district is about 1,110.64 square kilometers, about two-thirds the size of the island 
of Oahu, HI. 
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detailed understanding of the effects distributed over space, and I expect to see effects in the ranges 

within closer proximity to the LSLA based on the results from the previous section.  

For a measure of household welfare, I follow the World Bank’s practice of aggregating 

household spending across food, non-food, health and education (World Bank 2016). I also look 

at the household’s total income from foraged forest products. There is speculation in the qualitative 

literature that LSLAs exclude people from public forest resources, and negatively impact 

household welfare, and this is an effort to test this hypothesis (Gironde and Portilla 2016). Since 

the data contain meaningful zero values, I use the IHS transformation of these outcome variables, 

which has the same coefficient interpretation as the natural log transformation. The results in Table 

8 indicate that regions within five kilometers of an LSLA experience a decline in household food 

and non-food spending.  

[Table 8] 

These are generally large changes. For these regions leased out as LSLAs, household 

spending on food declines by 70.5 percent, and for areas immediately adjacent to the LSLAs it 

declines by 18.3 percent. There is also a notably large but not statistically significant decline in 

health spending near to the LSLA. The presence of statistical significance holds for the food and 

non-food spending measures when applying the q-value correction, although it decreases 

confidence in the estimates. The coefficient on forest-derived products is negative, but it is not 

statistically significant and I cannot support the hypothesis that LSLAs adversely affect household 

income derived from the forest. The event study charts in Figures 8 and 9 show statistically 

significant negative coefficients starting in the post-LSLA period. While results are robust to the 

SUTVA check (contained in Table A.10) the signs and magnitudes are stable the presence of 
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statistical significance is however not robust when I restrict the sample to households with heads 

that have not migrated in response to an LSLA. Tables A.11 contains these results.   

[Figures 8 and 9] 

For farm investment, I examine household expenditures on fertilizer, pesticides, 

fungicides, and herbicides,9  which I label collectively as “chemical inputs” as well as other 

agricultural inputs such as seeds, manure, irrigation, and labor. The results in Table 9 indicate an 

extremely large increase in household investment in chemical inputs for those residing on the 

LSLAs, showing that households located directly on the LSLAs spend over 60,000 percent more 

on chemical inputs. This result is robust to the Benjamini-Hochberg correction. This may be 

reflective of the development and implementation of outgrower arrangements for those LSLAs 

who have integrated the residents into the LSLA’s production system. Notably, the coefficient of 

interest in the regression on seed spending is also large for those residing on the LSLA, although 

not statistically significant. The estimates for those residing adjacent to the LSLAs show no 

statistical significance on any of the coefficient estimates, although they are negative for chemical 

inputs and seeds, which is consistent with the finding in the labor market participation analysis 

that adults in that zone are participating less in household agricultural production.  

[Table 9] 

Figure 10 shows the event study for chemical input spending for those located directly on 

an LSLA. I am limited by a low number of observations in the pre-treatment periods, so I am only 

able to produce one pre-treatment coefficient. Nevertheless, the coefficient in the pretreatment 

period is statistically insignificant and consistent and one can see a clear picture of increased 

spending on fertilizer after the arrival of the LSLA. These results do not change in the SUTVA 

 
9 The CSES does not disaggregate these measures.  
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check or the restricted sample of non-moving household heads, and are located in Tables A.12 and 

A.13.  

[Figure 10] 

 

SECTION 7: CONCLUSION  

LSLAs have become a common strategy of governments in developing countries seeking to 

modernize the agricultural sector. Despite the widespread prevalence of policies promoting this 

type of investment, and their vast implications for the rural agricultural economy, there has been 

limited engagement from researchers quantifying policy effects on agricultural transformation and 

welfare outcomes.  

 This study uses newly geocoded data to estimate a multi-period DID specification to 

examine the effects of proximity to LSLAs on economic activities and spillovers into household 

spending and investment. It finds that the establishment of an LSLA causes a shift in primary 

economic activity from independent agricultural production towards employment in agricultural 

labor. This is the case for adult men and women, as well as children. However, the measurable 

effect appears to be limited to only those villages within a relatively small region adjacent to 

LSLAs, and there is no measurable effect on employment in the non-agricultural labor market. 

Event studies show that these effects in the region around LSLAs are not the result of 

previous differing trends in employment and that these effects are sustained over time. Treatment-

induced migration is a threat to the identification assumptions, however the main results regarding 

choice of economic activity hold in sign and presence of statistical significance when I restrict the 

sample to those I can reasonably rule out as having not moved to their village due to the 

establishment of LSLAs.  
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The analysis of the LSLA-related spillovers into household spending suggest LSLAs cause 

a decline in general welfare, and specifically food and non-food expenditure in the regions on and 

adjacent to the LSLA. It also indicates that households residing on LSLAs increase their spending 

on chemical inputs, although this shift does not occur beyond the borders of the LSLA. Results on 

household farming investment are robust to the sample limited to households with non-migrant 

heads, while the results on household consumption spending are not.  

These results suggest the story of LSLAs in Cambodia is more complicated than the 

characterization of their effects in the broader policy debate. While it seems to be true that LSLAs 

increase agricultural employment and result in a transition away from household agricultural 

production, effects that are often associated with modern economic arrangements, these areas 

adjacent to LSLAs also become poorer, and there is little evidence to support the argument that 

LSLAs produce beneficial technology transfer in nearby regions.  

 There are several immediate questions that follow from this study. The contradiction that 

these areas are shifting economic activities voluntarily in order to become poorer is an obvious 

topic for future research. While net inward migration is likely part of the explanation, the 

magnitudes and signs of the coefficients are generally stable when limiting the samples to 

respondents who have not moved in response to the LSLAs suggesting migration is not the full 

explanation. The CSES provides other measures of welfare that may be useful in exploring this 

further, including participation in subsistence farming. Other potential productive research would 

build on the work by Hermann (2017) and examine whether there is heterogeneity in the effects of 

the various farms. The ODC data does not have extensive information on which LSLAs use 

contract farming, so a modest data collection effort to identify which companies engage in this 

practice would allow for an analysis that addresses this. Last, Cambodia collects a survey 
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specifically on child labor practices, the Cambodia Child Labor Survey, which could be geocoded 

using the same method as this paper. This would allow for a deeper look into the effects of LSLAs 

on children, their activities, development, and welfare. 
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SECTION 9: CHARTS AND FIGURES 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Cambodia LSLAs 1999-2012. LSLA allocation began in 1996. Data from ODC. 
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Figure 2: CSES Villages 1999-2016, LSLAs 1996-2016. Data from CSES 1999, 2004, 2007-2016, DUSS, and ODC. 
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Figure 3: The effect of distance to an active LSLA on probability of primary economic activity as an agricultural laborer. 
Restricted cubic spline results. Spline with four knots. 
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Figure 4: All Adult Employment in Agricultural Labor, 0-5 km from 
LSLA 

Figure 5: All Adult Participation in Independent Production, 0-5 km 
from LSLA 

Figure 6: All Adult Employment in Agricultural Labor, 15-20 km from LSLA 
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Figure 7: Long-term population density trends in regions near LSLAs 
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Figure 10: IHS(Fertilizer and Chem. Spending), On LSLA 

Figure 9: IHS(Household Total Non-Food Spending), 0-5 km from LSLA Figure 8: IHS(Household Total Spending), 0-5 km from LSLA 
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SECTION 10: TABLES 
 
 
 

Table 1: CSES Individual Means 
Pooled Individual-level Sample 

Variable Whole Sample Within 20km but before LSLA Treated 20km Outside 20km of LSLA 

Age 25.39 23.92 24.772 25.803 
Female 0.49 0.479 0.487 0.493 
Non Ag. Employee 0.237 0.168 0.185 0.267 
Independent Prod. 0.137 0.046 0.182 0.124 
Ag. Laborer 0.052 0.031 0.084 0.038 
Subsistence 0.033 0.014 0.057 0.023 
Years of Schooling 6.104 4.669 5.559 6.48 
In School 0.352 0.404 0.356 0.346 
Rural 0.772 0.897 0.895 0.704 
Khmer Ethnic 0.974 0.963 0.953 0.984 
1999 0.063 0.319 0.012 0.065 
2004 0.071 0.213 0.035 0.076 
2007 0.044 0.112 0.022 0.048 
2008 0.047 0.124 0.024 0.051 
2009 0.095 0.106 0.093 0.095 
2010 0.098 0.098 0.1 0.097 
2011 0.051 0.028 0.05 0.053 
2012 0.103 

 
0.123 0.103 

2013 0.104 
 

0.134 0.1 
2014 0.103 

 
0.124 0.102 

2015 0.105 
 

0.133 0.101 
2016 0.115 

 
0.149 0.109 

Within 5 km LSLA 0.105 
   

Within 20 km LSLA 0.354 
   

Treated 5 km LSLA 0.089 
   

Treated 20 km LSLA 0.299 
   

Observations 203,973 13,826 52,365 137,782 
Note: All means calculated with survey-provided probability weights. 
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Table 2: CSES Household Summary Statistics 

Pooled Household-level Sample 
  Whole Sample Within 20km but before LSLA Treated 20km Outside 20km of LSLA 
Variables Obs. Mean Obs. Mean Obs. Mean Obs. Mean 
Head Edu. Level. 61,591 4.946 3,708 3.922 16,136 4.313 41,747 5.31 

Head Sex 61,830 0.221 3,754 0.194 16,172 0.208 41,904 0.23 

Head Age 61,830 46.817 3,754 44.503 16,172 46.058 41,904 47.342 

HH Size 61,831 4.634 3,754 4.969 16,172 4.576 41,905 4.633 

Rural 61,831 0.809 3,754 0.941 16,172 0.911 41,905 0.753 

Annual Non-food Exp. 61,830 26.569 3,754 8.717 16,172 26.473 41,904 28.072 

Weekly Food Exp. 61,831 1.378 3,754 0.886 16,172 1.366 41,905 1.424 

Value of Forest Products 41,355 5.529 3,071 6.351 13,440 6.72 24,844 4.778 

House Floor Improved 
Mat. 

61,827 0.305 3,754 0.216 16,171 0.305 41,902 0.312 

Chem. Fert. Spending 36,756 361.394 3,080 72.907 11,293 270.882 22,383 439.92 

Seed Spending 36,756 229.395 3,080 112.434 11,293 249.03 22,383 231.789 

Draft Labor Spending 36,756 199.664 3,080 112.987 11,293 215.131 22,383 200.959 

Other Labor Spending 36,756 230.106 3,080 56.806 11,293 346.128 22,383 188.218 

Notes: All means calculated with survey-provided weights. 
    

Agricultural spending variables is in 1,000s CMD riels 
    

Total domestic expenditure is in 100,000s CMD riels.  
    

Roughly, 1 USD = 4,000 CMD riels.  
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 Table 3: Adult Employment Outcomes – 10- and 15-Kilometer Thresholds 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Independent Producer 
Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

Panel 1: 10-km Distance Cutoff 

!"!#$,&' × #)*+,$- 0.018 0.020 0.016 0.042***, ††† 0.031**, † 0.056***, ††† -0.057***, ††† -0.034* -0.082***, ††† 

 (0.018) (0.017) (0.027) (0.013) (0.013) (0.015) (0.019) (0.019) (0.022) 
B-H q-values [0.315] [0.252] [0.556] [0.003] [0.051] [0.000] [0.003] [0.102] [0.000] 
!"!#$,&' -0.022 -0.037** -0.004 -0.027** -0.025** -0.030** 0.029* 0.010 0.049** 

 (0.017) (0.016) (0.026) (0.011) (0.011) (0.013) (0.017) (0.017) (0.020) 

          
Dep. Var. Mean 0.268 0.198 0.346 0.048 0.044 0.053 0.073 0.076 0.070 
Observations 155,289 82,888 72,401 142,146 75,712 66,434 142,146 75,712 66,434 
R-squared 0.189 0.194 0.169 0.129 0.129 0.147 0.147 0.146 0.177 

Panel 2: 15-km Distance Cutoff 

!"!#$,&. × #)*+,$- -0.009 -0.022 0.005 0.035***, †† 0.035***, ††† 0.035**, †† -0.052***, ††† -0.052***, ††† -0.053***, †† 

 (0.017) (0.019) (0.022) (0.013) (0.013) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.019) 
B-H q-values [0.593] [0.241] [0.803] [0.012] [0.009] [0.041] [0.003] [0.003] [0.012] 
!"!#$,&. -0.031* -0.015 -0.049** -0.017 -0.020* -0.014 0.028* 0.023 0.034* 

 (0.017) (0.019) (0.021) (0.012) (0.012) (0.014) (0.016) (0.016) (0.019) 

          
Dep. Var. Mean 0.268 0.198 0.346 0.048 0.044 0.053 0.073 0.076 0.070 
Observations 155,289 82,888 72,401 142,146 75,712 66,434 142,146 75,712 66,434 
R-squared 0.189 0.194 0.169 0.129 0.129 0.147 0.147 0.146 0.177 
Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 
Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 
Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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Table 4: Child (Ages 10-14) Employment Outcomes – 10- and 15-Kilometer Thresholds 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Independent Producer 
Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

Panel 1: 10-km Distance Cutoff 

!"!#$,&' × #)*+,$- 0.014* 0.010 0.016** 0.007 0.016** -0.003 0.005 0.012 -0.003 

 (0.008) (0.014) (0.008) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) (0.011) (0.013) 
B-H q-values [0.204] [0.503] [0.138] [0.417] [0.177] [0.848] [0.576] [0.426] [0.848] 
!"!#$,&' -0.020** -0.023 -0.018** -0.010** -0.012** -0.008 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 

 (0.008) (0.014) (0.007) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.010) (0.012) 

          
Dep. Var. Mean 0.015 0.018 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.01 0.027 0.028 0.027 
Observations 35,466 17,239 18,219 33,460 16,285 17,175 33,460 16,285 17,175 
R-squared 0.046 0.085 0.060 0.094 0.116 0.128 0.092 0.124 0.131 

Panel 2: 15-km Distance Cutoff 

!"!#$,&. × #)*+,$- 0.002 -0.015 0.014** 0.016***, ††† 0.019***, ††† 0.011* 0.003 0.001 0.003 

 (0.009) (0.017) (0.007) (0.005) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.010) 
B-H q-values [0.803] [0.573] [0.108] [0.006] [0.006] [0.117] [0.803] [0.877] [0.744] 
!"!#$,&. -0.006 0.006 -0.016*** -0.014*** -0.011** -0.017*** -0.008 -0.005 -0.008 

 (0.010) (0.018) (0.006) (0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.009) 

          
Dep. Var. Mean 0.015 0.018 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.01 0.027 0.028 0.027 
Observations 35,466 17,239 18,219 33,460 16,285 17,175 33,460 16,285 17,175 
R-squared 0.046 0.085 0.060 0.094 0.117 0.128 0.092 0.123 0.131 
Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 
Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 
Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1  
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Table 5: Labor Market Participation Adults, 5-km Distance Bands 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Independent Producer 
Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 
                    
!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- -0.347* -0.377** -0.311* 0.076 0.062 0.086 0.041 0.088 -0.006 

 (0.181) (0.177) (0.189) (0.059) (0.056) (0.065) (0.118) (0.13) (0.117) 
!"!#$,(',.] × #)*+,$- 0.02 0.028 0.009 0.063***, ††† 0.056***, ††† 0.071***, ††† -0.109***, ††† -0.090***, ††† -0.132***, ††† 

 (0.022) (0.03) (0.021) (0.016) (0.017) (0.02) (0.028) (0.027) (0.032) 
B-H q-values [0.359] [0.651] [0.349] [0.000] [0.002] [0.000] [0.000] [0.002] [0.000] 
!"!#$,(.,&'] × #)*+,$- -0.006 -0.013 0 0.018 0.016 0.021 -0.027 -0.02 -0.034 

 (0.023) (0.032) (0.022) (0.014) (0.015) (0.016) (0.019) (0.021) (0.021) 
!"!#$,(&',&.] × #)*+,$- -0.053** -0.033 -0.069*** 0.005 0.018 -0.012 -0.038* -0.063*** -0.01 

 (0.024) (0.032) (0.027) (0.02) (0.019) (0.023) (0.021) (0.022) (0.023) 
!"!#$,(&.,2'] × #)*+,$- -0.007 -0.027 0.013 -0.054*** -0.042** -0.072*** -0.014 -0.022 -0.004 

 (0.027) (0.036) (0.028) (0.019) (0.02) (0.02) (0.018) (0.025) (0.017) 

          
Dep. Var. Mean 0.268 0.198 0.346 0.048 0.044 0.053 0.073 0.076 0.07 
Observations 155,289 72,401 82,888 142,146 75,712 66,434 142,146 75,712 66,434 
R-squared 0.19 0.17 0.194 0.131 0.13 0.15 0.148 0.147 0.178 
Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 
Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 
Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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Table 6: Labor Market Participation Children, 5 km Distance Bands  

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Independent Producer 
Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 
                    
!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- 0.014 0.001 0.026 0.026 0.024 0.024 0.050* 0.030 0.059 

 (0.016) (0.032) (0.017) (0.041) (0.058) (0.040) (0.028) (0.035) (0.039) 
!"!#$,(',.] × #)*+,$- 0.022**, †† 0.009 0.025**, † 0.017**, †† 0.022** 0.012 0.003 0.006 0.001 

 (0.009) (0.013) (0.012) (0.007) (0.010) (0.010) (0.016) (0.018) (0.020) 
B-H q-values [0.03] [0.723] [0.090] [0.03] [0.117] [0.330] [0.88] [0.787] [0.946] 
!"!#$,(.,&'] × #)*+,$- (0.010) (0.020) (0.010) 0.001 0.006 -0.005 0.009 0.023 -0.007 

 -0.017 -0.048* 0.003 (0.007) (0.010) (0.008) (0.013) (0.015) (0.017) 
!"!#$,(&',&.] × #)*+,$- (0.015) (0.028) (0.010) 0.017** 0.011 0.020** 0.005 0.006 0.003 

 -0.008 -0.006 -0.010 (0.007) (0.010) (0.009) (0.010) (0.013) (0.013) 
!"!#$,(&.,2'] × #)*+,$- (0.013) (0.019) (0.016) -0.002 -0.014* 0.011 0.017* 0.018 0.021* 

 0.003 -0.011 0.014 (0.006) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.013) (0.013) 

          
Dep. Var. Mean 0.268 0.198 0.346 0.011 0.012 0.01 0.027 0.028 0.027 
Observations 35,466 17,239 18,219 33,460 16,285 17,175 33,460 16,285 17,175 
R-squared 0.046 0.086 0.061 0.095 0.119 0.129 0.093 0.124 0.132 
Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 
Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 
Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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 Table 7: Adult Employment Outcomes Heterogeneous Effects by Investor Origin 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Market Producer 
Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

15 km Distance Cutoff 
!"!#$,&. × #)*+,- × 34,+567$ -0.083***, †† 

(0.028) 
-0.073***, ††† 

(0.023) 
-0.094**, † 

(0.046) 
0.037*, † 
(0.020) 

0.025 
(0.020) 

0.051**, † 
(0.024) 

-0.015 
(0.022) 

-0.036 
(0.030) 

0.009 
(0.022) 

B-H q-values	 [0.012] [0.006] [0.059] [0.098] [0.236] [0.059] [0.487] [0.236] [0.679] 
!"!#$,&. × #)*+,- × 849+:*5;$	 0.003 

(0.022) 
-0.009 
(0.020) 

0.016 
(0.031) 

0.049** 
(0.020) 

0.058***, † 
(0.021) 

0.038* 
(0.023) 

-0.060** 
(0.025) 

-0.058** 
(0.025) 

-0.065** 
(0.029) 

B-H q-values [0.282] [0.500] [0.320] [0.282] [0.087] [0.796] [0.356] [0.543] [0.320] 

 
         

<& − >& -0.086**, †† -0.063**, † -0.111**, † -0.012 -0.034 0.012 0.045 0.022 0.073**, † 
F-Test p-values 0.013 0.031 0.036 0.667 0.226 0.711 0.161 0.562 0.034 
B-H q-values [0.039] [0.092] [0.054] [0.667] [0.339] [0.712] [0.241] [0.562] [0.054] 
          
Observations 146,021 77,964 68,057 133,597 71,182 62,415 133,597 71,182 62,415 
R-squared 0.192 0.198 0.172 0.125 0.124 0.144 0.150 0.148 0.183 
Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 
Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 
Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1  
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Table 8: Heterogeneous Effects on Household Welfare by Distance 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES 

IHS(Total 
Non-food 
Spending) 

IHS(Health 
Spending) 

IHS(Ed. 
Spending) 

IHS(Non-
Essential 

Spending) 

IHS(Food 
Spending) 

IHS(Purch-
ased Food 
Spending) 

IHS(Home 
Produced 

Food) 

IHS(Total 
Spending) 

IHS(Value of 
Forest 

Derived 
Products) 

                    
!"!#$,' × #)*+,- -0.474** -1.259 1.340 -0.579***, †† -0.244* -0.042 -3.131* -0.306* 0.023 

 (0.216) (1.068) (1.174) (0.184) (0.147) (0.281) (1.791) (0.161) (0.524) 
B-H q-values [0.126] [0.327] [0.327] [0.018] [0.175] [0.965] [0.175] [0.171] [0.965] 
!"!#$,'?. × #)*+,- -0.189***, †† -0.231 0.103 -0.176**, † -0.108**, † -0.068 -0.194 -0.141***, †† -0.127 

 (0.073) (0.406) (0.293) (0.076) (0.048) (0.078) (0.467) (0.052) (0.158) 
B-H q-values [0.045] [0.725] [0.725] [0.059] [0.059] [0.63] [0.725] [0.045] [0.63] 
!"!#$,.?&' × #)*+,- 0.110 -0.105 0.213 0.119* 0.091* 0.124* -0.828** 0.090** -0.022 

 (0.072) (0.420) (0.293) (0.069) (0.047) (0.071) (0.394) (0.046) (0.111) 
!"!#$,&'?&. × #)*+,- 0.007 -0.137 0.243 0.047 -0.007 -0.002 -0.498 -0.005 0.097 

 (0.070) (0.448) (0.272) (0.060) (0.055) (0.076) (0.416) (0.053) (0.101) 
!"!#$,&.?2' × #)*+,- 0.039 -0.101 0.010 0.040 0.004 0.029 -0.339 0.017 0.110 

 (0.076) (0.431) (0.315) (0.071) (0.064) (0.087) (0.371) (0.063) (0.104) 

          
Observations 61,552 61,568 61,568 61,552 61,570 61,570 61,570 61,552 41,157 
R-squared 0.558 0.128 0.282 0.600 0.668 0.652 0.463 0.655 0.293 
Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 
Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 
Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1  
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Table 9: Heterogeneous Effects on Household Farm Spending by Distance 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

VARIABLES 
IHS(Total 
Spending) 

IHS(Chem. 
Inputs) IHS(Seeds) IHS(Pest, Herb, 

Fungicides) IHS(Manure) IHS(Land 
Rental) IHS(Irrigation) IHS(Labor 

Hiring) 
                  
!"!#$,' × #)*+,- 5.336 6.506***, ††† 4.101 1.047 -0.071 0.445 -0.301 4.316 

 (3.472) (1.592) (2.976) (2.598) (2.601) (0.661) (0.736) (2.966) 
B-H q-values [0.336] [0.000] [0.336] [0.785] [0.978] [0.785] [0.785] [0.336] 
!"!#$,'?. × #)*+,- -0.247 -0.544 -0.524* -0.382 0.513 0.211 0.693* -0.212 

 (0.224) (0.842) (0.303) (1.702) (0.614) (0.293) (0.362) (0.534) 
B-H q-values [0.691] [0.691] [0.336] [0.822] [0.691] [0.691] [0.336] [0.791] 
!"!#$,.?&' × #)*+,- -0.184 -0.706 -0.452* 0.476 1.135** 0.067 0.092 -0.366 

 (0.180) (0.746) (0.233) (0.983) (0.567) (0.294) (0.458) (0.453) 
!"!#$,&'?&. × #)*+,- 0.183 0.894 0.076 0.619 0.095 0.426* 0.298 0.729 

 (0.183) (0.715) (0.279) (1.174) (0.538) (0.253) (0.406) (0.490) 
!"!#$,&.?2' × #)*+,- 0.017 -0.702 -0.029 2.315* 0.309 -0.100 -0.229 0.112 

 (0.181) (0.645) (0.202) (1.233) (0.711) (0.190) (0.376) (0.519) 

         
Observations 36,455 36,455 36,455 10,328 36,455 36,455 36,455 36,455 
R-squared 0.204 0.399 0.189 0.348 0.315 0.062 0.195 0.202 
Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 
Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 
Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1  
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SUPPLEMENTAL APPENDIX 
 

MANUSCRIPT: Land Grabs and Labor in Cambodia 
 

Sebastian Anti 
Dept. of Applied Economics, University of Minnesota – Twin Cities 

October 15, 2019 
 
 
SECTION A.1: DESCRIPTION OF GEOCODING PROCESS 
 
Finding the precise locations for the villages contained in the Cambodia Socio-Economic Survey 

(CSES) is not a trivial task. This section describes the process. The CSES starting in 1996 contains 

the province, district, commune, and village for each primary sampling unit (PSU) in the dataset. 

A dataset created by the Cambodia’s Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sports in 2013 collected 

the precise longitude and latitude for over 14,000 villages in Cambodia to inventory for each 

village its distance to the closest upper secondary school (DUSS). For reference, the 

Geonames.com dataset for all places in Cambodia contains around 17,000, so the DUSS dataset is 

reasonably complete. I favor the DUSS dataset over Geonames.com because its spellings of 

villages and communes are reasonably consistent with the CSES, which I use as a common 

identifier between the two datasets.  

Using a shapefile of all communes in Cambodia, I identified the commune for each village 

point in the DUSS data since this was not originally included in that dataset. There were duplicates 

of village names, but the commune-village combination was unique to each point. I then looked 

up the unique commune-village name in the CSES data for all years in the DUSS data to retrieve 

each PSU’s unique longitude and latitude.  

Although the DUSS data performed much better with spelling matches compared to 

Geonames.com, there were still spelling discrepancies that required checking each record 

individually. I executed this task in a multistage process in order to ensure future researchers can 
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replicate my work. First, I identified the villages for which there was a unique identification based 

on just the village name in the DUSS dataset. This indicated an initial way to identify some of the 

different spellings of communes between the two datasets. Second, I examined the observations 

where the commune was identified, but the village was not.  

I then examined all the villages in the DUSS data associated with that commune and 

identified the differently spelled village. In the vast majority of cases, the different spelling was 

immediately obvious. Last, I examined the observations that returned no unique village or 

commune in the data, indicating that the spelling was different for both, or that there were multiple 

villages with the same name in different communes. To address this problem, I first searched 

within the commune data for elements of the differently spelled name, with the reasoning that most 

of the name is correct and likely only a couple of letters might be different. Almost always the 

differently spelled commune in the DUSS data would be evident. If this did not work, I then looked 

up the village name hoping that there were only two or three duplicates in the DUSS. I could then 

examine their associated communes one at a time. 

For years of the CSES, there were systematic differences in spelling that I brought into 

alignment with the DUSS spellings. The most notable was the doubling of certain vowels, 

especially a, and e in certain years of the CSES. The label “Sangkat” was deleted from all place 

names in the CSES data and the word “Center” in the CSES was changed to “Phum”.   

I made every effort to be conservative in my judgment as to what was a different spelling 

and what was a different village. However, with any data cleaning effort of this nature there is 

room for error, and a complete record of every change I made is available upon request. Treating 

the data in this way allowed me to locate 95.8 percent of the PSUs in the CSES surveys from 1999 

to 2016. 
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SECTION A.2: REFENCED CHARTS AND FIGURES 
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Figure A.2: All children 10-14 in non-ag. employment, 0-5km from LSLA Figure A.3: All children ages 10-14 in agricultural employment, 0-5 km 
from LSLA 
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SECTION A.3: REFERENCED TABLES 

Table A.1: Individual Variables and Sources for DID Analysis 
Data Source: Cambodia Socioeconomic Survey (CSES) 1999, 2004, 2007-2016 (unless otherwise noted) 

Dependent Variables 
Variable Name Definition 

Employed Binary equal to one if working in paid role outside of agricultural labor 
(either employee or business owner) in primary economic activity, zero 
otherwise. 
 

Independent Producer Binary equal to one if economically active in the past week in crop 
production, livestock, hunting, fishing, intended for sale at market in 
primary economic activity. Zero otherwise. Corresponds to ISIC-88 codes: 
611, 612, 613, 621, and 622 
 

Agricultural Laborer Binary equal to one if economically active in the past week as laborer for 
agricultural company in primary occupation. Zero otherwise. Corresponds 
to ISIC-88 code: 921 
 

Explanatory Variables 

Variable Name Variable Name 
Ethnicity Indicators for various ethnic groups captured by the survey. Groups 

include Khmer, Cham, Chinese, Vietnamese, “local group” and others 
 

Province Indicators for the 24 provinces in Cambodia 
 

Year Indicator for the year of the survey 
 

Age Age in completed years 
 

Rural Binary equal to one if in a rural location, zero otherwise 
 

Household Head Education Level The education level of the household head with vocational schooling 
recoded as the above education variable 
 

Female Binary equal to one if female, zero otherwise 
 

Household Size Number of members in the household 

Household Head Age Age in years of the household head 

Household Head Gender Binary equal to one if household head is female, zero otherwise 
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Table A.2: Household Variables and Sources for DID Analysis 
Data Source: Cambodia Socio Economic Survey (CSES) 1999, 2004, 2007-2016 (unless otherwise noted) 

Dependent Variables 
Variable Name Definition 

Annual Non-food Exp. Amount in CMD Riels HH spent on non-food consumption in the previous 
calendar year 
 

Weekly Food Exp. Amount in CMD Riels HH spent on food in the previous week 

Education Exp. Amount in CMD Riels HH spent on education in the previous year 

Value of Forest Products Value in CMD Riels of products foraged from the forest in the previous 
year 

House Floor Improved Mat. Binary equal to one if HH has a floor of improved material (concrete, tile, 
etc.), zero otherwise 

Chemical Inputs Spending Amount in CMD Riels HH spent on chemical inputs such as fertilizer, 
pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides in the past two growing seasons 

Pesticide/Herbicide/Fungicide 
Spending 

Amount in CMD Riels HH spent on pesticide, herbicide, and fungicide 
over past two growing seasons. Note this is only available as a 
disaggregated measure for two years of the CSES.  
 

Manure Spending Amount in CMD Riels HH spent on manure in the past two growing 
seasons 

Irrigation Spending Amount in CMS Riels HH spent on irrigation in the past two growing 
seasons 

Seed Spending Amount in CMD Riels of amount HH spent on seeds in the past two 
growing seasons 

Draft Labor Spending Amount in CMD Riels HH spent on hiring labor in the past two growing 
seasons 

Independent Variables 

Variable Name Definition 

Head Edu. Lvl. Education level of the household head 

Head Sex Binary variable equal to one if household head is female, zero otherwise 

Head Age Age of the head of the household in years 

HH Size Number of members of the household 
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Rural Binary variable equal to one if household is classified as rural by the CSES, 
zero otherwise 

Head Ethnicity Indicators for the ethnic group of the household head. Groups include 
Khmer, Cham, Chinese, Vietnamese, Local group and others 
 

Province Indicators for the 24 provinces in Cambodia 
 

Year Indicator for the year of the survey 
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Table A.3: Adult Employment within 20 Kilometers of LSLA 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Market Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

                    

!"!#$,&' × #)*+,$- -0.008 -0.002 -0.016 -0.008 0.001 -0.018 -0.017 -0.018 -0.016 
 (0.018) (0.018) (0.025) (0.014) (0.014) (0.016) (0.013) (0.015) (0.014) 

B-H q-values [0.641] [0.969] [0.516] [0.641] [0.969] [0.396] [0.525] [0.678] [0.396] 

!"!#$,&' -0.003 -0.010 0.005 0.008 0.001 0.017 -0.001 -0.001 -0.000 

 (0.017) (0.017) (0.024) (0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.014) (0.016) (0.015) 

 
         

Dep. Var. Mean 0.268 0.198 0.346 0.048 0.044 0.053 0.073 0.076 0.070 

Observations 155,289 82,888 72,401 142,146 75,712 66,434 142,146 75,712 66,434 

R-squared 0.189 0.194 0.169 0.129 0.129 0.147 0.147 0.146 0.176 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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Table A.4: Employment Effects on Children 10-14 Years, 20 Kilometers Distance 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Market Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

                    

!"!#$,&' × #)*+,$- 0.005 -0.001 0.010 0.006 0.006 0.008 0.005 0.004 0.008 
 (0.010) (0.013) (0.011) (0.004) (0.006) (0.005) (0.007) (0.008) (0.010) 

B-H q-values [0.579] [0.939] [0.385] [0.480] [0.855] [0.385] [0.579] [0.897] [0.385] 

!"!#$,&' -0.003 -0.000 -0.002 -0.007 -0.003 -0.012** -0.002 -0.003 -0.000 

 (0.010) (0.014) (0.010) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.008) (0.010) 

 
         

Dep. Var. Mean 0.015 0.018 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.01 0.027 0.028 0.027 

Observations 35,466 17,239 18,219 33,460 16,285 17,175 33,460 16,285 17,175 

R-squared 0.046 0.085 0.060 0.094 0.116 0.128 0.092 0.123 0.131 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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Table A.5: Heterogeneous Effects by Investor Type and Distance 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Market Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

                    

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- × 01,+234$ 0.169** 0.035 0.294*** 0.022 0.015 0.037 0.131*** 0.251*** 0.006 

 (0.070) (0.056) (0.112) (0.065) (0.046) (0.091) (0.051) (0.062) (0.062) 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- × 01,+234$, -0.021 -0.048 0.009 0.091* 0.084* 0.108 -0.074** -0.056 -0.103** 

 (0.050) (0.030) (0.090) (0.053) (0.044) (0.068) (0.037) (0.042) (0.046) 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- × 01,+234$ -0.004 -0.034 0.035 -0.002 -0.000 -0.005 0.083* 0.076* 0.095 

 (0.050) (0.051) (0.056) (0.033) (0.036) (0.035) (0.048) (0.043) (0.061) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- × 01,+234$ -0.129*** -0.101*** -0.156*** 0.011 -0.005 0.022 -0.040 -0.101** 0.030 

 (0.032) (0.031) (0.055) (0.022) (0.030) (0.027) (0.027) (0.041) (0.026) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- × 01,+234$ 0.008 0.004 0.016 -0.071 -0.059 -0.089** -0.011 -0.006 -0.011 

 (0.047) (0.043) (0.065) (0.045) (0.048) (0.045) (0.034) (0.058) (0.016) 

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- × 819+:*2;$ -0.367** -0.315* -0.408** 0.084 0.085 0.077 0.042 0.073 0.011 

 (0.170) (0.183) (0.162) (0.064) (0.063) (0.070) (0.130) (0.145) (0.127) 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- × 819+:*2;$ 0.018 0.012 0.022 0.073*** 0.078*** 0.069*** -0.104*** -0.085** -0.127*** 

 (0.028) (0.026) (0.038) (0.020) (0.022) (0.025) (0.035) (0.035) (0.039) 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- × 819+:*2;$ -0.018 -0.001 -0.037 0.034* 0.037* 0.031 -0.045* -0.037 -0.054* 

 (0.026) (0.025) (0.036) (0.018) (0.019) (0.020) (0.026) (0.028) (0.028) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- × 819+:*2;$, -0.060* -0.077** -0.035 0.035 0.055* 0.011 -0.047 -0.071* -0.023 

 (0.034) (0.030) (0.051) (0.031) (0.030) (0.034) (0.039) (0.038) (0.044) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- × 819+:*2;$ -0.054 -0.014 -0.094 -0.034* -0.019 -0.051** -0.044 -0.047 -0.042 

 (0.051) (0.037) (0.073) (0.018) (0.020) (0.021) (0.033) (0.031) (0.038) 

          

Observations 146,021 77,964 68,057 133,597 71,182 62,415 133,597 71,182 62,415 

R-squared 0.193 0.198 0.172 0.127 0.125 0.146 0.152 0.150 0.184 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table A.6: Employment Effects on Adults SUTVA Check 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Market Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

                    

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- -0.351* -0.315* -0.380** 0.074 0.061 0.085 0.040 0.089 -0.008 
 

(0.181) (0.189) (0.178) (0.059) (0.056) (0.065) (0.119) (0.130) (0.118) 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- 0.017 0.006 0.026 0.062***, ††† 0.054***, ††† 0.072***, ††† -0.108***, ††† -0.088***, ††† -0.132***, ††† 
 

(0.022) (0.022) (0.031) (0.016) (0.017) (0.020) (0.028) (0.028) (0.032) 

B-H q-values [0.444] [0.764] [0.403] [0.000] [0.002] [0.000] [0.000] [0.002] [0.000] 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- -0.009 -0.002 -0.015 0.017 0.014 0.021 -0.027 -0.020 -0.035 
 

(0.023) (0.022) (0.032) (0.014) (0.015) (0.017) (0.019) (0.021) (0.021) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- -0.057** -0.073*** -0.036 0.006 0.018 -0.011 -0.038* -0.063*** -0.012 
 

(0.025) (0.027) (0.033) (0.020) (0.019) (0.023) (0.021) (0.023) (0.023) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- -0.010 0.008 -0.029 -0.055*** -0.043** -0.073*** -0.016 -0.024 -0.007 
 

(0.027) (0.028) (0.037) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020) (0.018) (0.025) (0.017) 

!"!#$,(&',&6] × #)*+,$- -0.011 -0.035 0.022 -0.045 -0.055 -0.034 -0.047 -0.033 -0.065 
 

(0.040) (0.032) (0.061) (0.034) (0.038) (0.031) (0.035) (0.028) (0.048) 

!"!#$,(&6,<'] × #)*+,$- -0.058* -0.039 -0.080* 0.063*** 0.044** 0.084** 0.015 0.015 0.014 
 

(0.033) (0.028) (0.043) (0.024) (0.019) (0.038) (0.015) (0.016) (0.016) 

!"!#$,(<',<6] × #)*+,$- 0.004 0.019 -0.011 -0.017 -0.028 -0.004 -0.002 0.000 -0.005 
 

(0.025) (0.029) (0.039) (0.019) (0.024) (0.015) (0.010) (0.014) (0.008) 

!"!#$,(<6,='] × #)*+,$- -0.040 -0.044 -0.034 -0.008 -0.007 -0.010 0.000 0.010 -0.015 
 

(0.031) (0.030) (0.041) (0.010) (0.009) (0.013) (0.015) (0.020) (0.012) 

          

Dep. Var. Mean 0.268 0.198 0.346 0.048 0.044 0.053 0.073 0.076 0.070 

Observations 155,289 82,888 72,401 113,369 60,457 52,912 113,369 60,457 52,912 

R-squared 0.190 0.195 0.170 0.128 0.127 0.147 0.141 0.139 0.172 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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Table A.7: Employment Effects on Children SUTVA Check 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Market Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

                    

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- 0.012 -0.002 0.024 0.026 0.030 0.018 0.052* 0.029 0.060 
 

(0.016) (0.032) (0.017) (0.039) (0.056) (0.039) (0.028) (0.035) (0.039) 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- 0.020**, † 0.005 0.024** 0.018**, †† 0.023**, † 0.013 0.005 0.008 0.003 
 

(0.009) (0.013) (0.012) (0.007) (0.010) (0.010) (0.016) (0.019) (0.020) 

B-H q-values [0.052] [0.702] [0.150] [0.036] [0.066] [0.309] [0.754] [0.702] [0.826] 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- 0.001 -0.013 0.013 0.003 0.008 -0.005 0.010 0.023 -0.006 
 

(0.010) (0.020) (0.010) (0.007) (0.010) (0.008) (0.013) (0.015) (0.018) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- -0.018 -0.049* 0.002 0.019*** 0.013 0.023** 0.006 0.007 0.004 
 

(0.015) (0.028) (0.010) (0.007) (0.010) (0.009) (0.010) (0.013) (0.013) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- -0.009 -0.008 -0.012 -0.000 -0.014 0.014 0.017* 0.018 0.021* 
 

(0.013) (0.019) (0.017) (0.006) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.013) (0.013) 

!"!#$,(&',&6] × #)*+,$- -0.033 -0.061 -0.015 -0.003 -0.018 0.008 -0.022 -0.060 0.006 
 

(0.021) (0.038) (0.013) (0.016) (0.037) (0.010) (0.024) (0.042) (0.022) 

!"!#$,(&6,<'] × #)*+,$- 0.017* 0.040** -0.003 0.017 0.017 0.020 0.023 0.010 0.032 
 

(0.010) (0.020) (0.005) (0.013) (0.020) (0.013) (0.019) (0.017) (0.023) 

!"!#$,(<',<6] × #)*+,$- -0.017 -0.026 -0.009 -0.002 0.002 -0.004 -0.009 -0.004 -0.014 
 

(0.011) (0.021) (0.014) (0.004) (0.006) (0.004) (0.008) (0.011) (0.012) 

!"!#$,(<6,='] × #)*+,$- -0.002 0.004 -0.010 0.001 0.002 -0.002 -0.007 0.003 -0.015 
 

(0.007) (0.009) (0.009) (0.005) (0.011) (0.005) (0.008) (0.015) (0.011) 

          

Dep. Var. Mean 0.015 0.018 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.01 0.027 0.028 0.027 

Observations 35,466 17,239 18,219 33,448 16,271 17,167 33,448 16,271 17,167 

R-squared 0.047 0.087 0.061 0.105 0.125 0.143 0.093 0.124 0.133 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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 Table A.8: Adults Main Results, Robustness to Non-Movers 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Market Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

                    

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- -0.530*** -0.460*** -0.594*** 0.136 0.156* 0.116 -0.045 -0.033 -0.060 
 (0.165) (0.159) (0.176) (0.090) (0.085) (0.102) (0.044) (0.051) (0.048) 

!"!#$,(	',6] × #)*+,$- 0.015 0.009 0.019 0.043**, † 0.042* 0.048* -0.113***, ††† -0.099***, ††† -0.129***, ††† 
 (0.025) (0.025) (0.037) (0.021) (0.024) (0.026) (0.027) (0.028) (0.03) 

B-H q-values [0.557] [0.713] [0.61] [0.063] [0.12] [0.105] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- -0.038 -0.006 -0.077* -0.001 0.003 -0.01 0.008 -0.010 0.033 
 (0.026) (0.022) (0.040) (0.021) (0.022) (0.025) (0.024) (0.025) (0.029) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- -0.063** -0.068*** -0.051 0.015 0.017 0.006 -0.061** -0.084*** -0.03 
 (0.027) (0.026) (0.038) (0.025) (0.023) (0.032) (0.027) (0.028) (0.031) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- 0.026 0.021 0.035 -0.07*** -0.069*** -0.071*** -0.036 -0.037 -0.033 
 (0.034) (0.032) (0.046) (0.024) (0.024) (0.026) (0.023) (0.029) (0.023) 

          
Dep. Var. Mean 0.187 0.136 0.249 0.042 0.04 0.044 0.054 0.059 0.049 

Observations 69,091 38,036 31,053 63,976 35,116 28,860 63,976 35,116 28,860 

R-squared 0.150 0.163 0.145 0.184 0.193 0.208 0.177 0.192 0.205 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1  
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Table A.9: Children Main Results, Robustness to Non-Movers 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Market Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

                    

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- -0.022 -0.039 -0.006 0.094 0.095 0.100 0.040 0.022 0.056 
 (0.018) (0.026) (0.024) (0.065) (0.075) (0.064) (0.028) (0.039) (0.035) 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- 0.019 0.001 0.020 0.007 0.004 0.000 -0.020 -0.004 -0.024 
 (0.014) (0.021) (0.016) (0.013) (0.022) (0.012) (0.018) (0.023) (0.019) 

B-H q-values [0.413] [0.971] [0.326] [0.569] [0.971] [0.929] [0.413] [0.971] [0.326] 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- -0.010 -0.014 -0.008 -0.012 0.002 -0.029** 0.007 -0.002 0.010 
 (0.015) (0.026) (0.009) (0.010) (0.017) (0.012) (0.015) (0.016) (0.018) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- -0.014 -0.043* 0.009 0.012 0.017 0.004 -0.008 0.004 -0.015 
 (0.013) (0.026) (0.009) (0.007) (0.012) (0.008) (0.014) (0.015) (0.017) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- -0.011 -0.022 -0.006 -0.012** -0.015 -0.009 0.015* 0.022* 0.013 
 (0.011) (0.018) (0.015) (0.006) (0.009) (0.007) (0.009) (0.012) (0.012) 

          
Dep. Var. Mean 0.016 0.019 0.012 0.010 0.011 0.009 0.024 0.025 0.024 

Observations 21,190 10,302 10,885 19,908 9,686 10,222 19,908 9,686 10,222 

R-squared 0.053 0.100 0.072 0.140 0.177 0.177 0.152 0.174 0.211 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses 

Sample restricted to non-movers 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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Table A.10: Household Welfare SUTVA Check 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES 

IHS(Total 

Non-food 

Spending) 

IHS(Health 

Spending) 

IHS(Ed. 

Spending) 

IHS(Non-

Essential 

Spending) 

IHS(Food 

Spending) 

IHS(Purch-

ased Food 

Spending) 

IHS(Home 

Produced 

Food) 

IHS(Total 

Spending) 

IHS(Value of 

Forest 

Derived 

Products) 

           
!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- -0.473** -1.232 1.398 -0.581***, †† -0.247* -0.045 -3.053* -0.309* 0.019 

 
(0.218) (1.068) (1.164) (0.186) (0.147) (0.280) (1.793) (0.161) (0.525) 

B-H q-values [0.135] [0.320] [0.320] [0.018] [0.167] [0.971] [0.167] [0.167] [0.971] 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- -0.183**, † -0.200 0.184 -0.171**, † -0.111**, † -0.074 -0.085 -0.143***, † -0.134 

 (0.075) (0.408) (0.284) (0.078) (0.049) (0.077) (0.475) (0.053) (0.153) 

B-H q-values [0.063] [0.703] [0.666] [0.067] [0.066] [0.570] [0.858] [0.063] [0.057] 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- 0.109 -0.062 0.285 0.114 0.090* 0.126* -0.749* 0.089* -0.018 
 

(0.073) (0.424) (0.285) (0.071) (0.048) (0.072) (0.403) (0.047) (0.112) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- 0.003 -0.089 0.358 0.038 -0.011 -0.002 -0.382 -0.010 0.102 
 

(0.071) (0.450) (0.262) (0.063) (0.056) (0.078) (0.435) (0.055) (0.101) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- 0.047 -0.057 0.095 0.043 0.007 0.038 -0.285 0.021 0.118 
 

(0.077) (0.436) (0.314) (0.072) (0.064) (0.088) (0.385) (0.063) (0.105) 

!"!#$,(&',&6] × #)*+,$- 0.175 0.990 0.159 0.085 0.186 0.537** -1.040* 0.179 0.222 
 

(0.148) (0.779) (0.462) (0.140) (0.188) (0.251) (0.573) (0.154) (0.164) 

!"!#$,(&6,<'] × #)*+,$- -0.270* 0.365 1.179*** -0.333** -0.125* -0.188 1.878 -0.181** -0.008 
 

(0.151) (0.477) (0.373) (0.151) (0.065) (0.127) (1.301) (0.079) (0.134) 

!"!#$,(<',<6] × #)*+,$- 0.486*** 1.738*** -0.193 0.479*** 0.251* 0.312* 0.472 0.317** 0.196 
 

(0.165) (0.622) (0.368) (0.164) (0.132) (0.183) (0.375) (0.130) (0.234) 

!"!#$,(<6,='] × #)*+,$,- 0.212* 0.952* -0.661* 0.168 0.095 0.030 0.115 0.145* -0.046 

 (0.127) (0.492) (0.349) (0.133) (0.072) (0.096) (0.389) (0.078) (0.103) 

          

Observations 61,552 61,568 61,568 61,552 61,570 61,570 61,570 61,552 41,157 
R-squared 0.559 0.128 0.282 0.601 0.669 0.653 0.464 0.656 0.294 
Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variable are not show.  Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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Table A.11: HH Welfare with Never Mover Household Heads 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES 

IHS(Total 

Non-food 

Spending) 

IHS(Health 

Spending) 

IHS(Ed. 

Spending) 

IHS(Non-

Essential 

Spending) 

IHS(Food 

Spending) 

IHS(Purch-

ased Food 

Spending) 

IHS(Home 

Produced 

Food) 

IHS(Total 

Spending) 

IHS(Value of 

Forest 

Derived 

Products) 

                    

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- -0.238 -0.769 3.188***, ††† -0.445** -0.261* -0.254 -4.364* -0.247* 0.060 

 (0.219) (1.122) (0.511) (0.202) (0.142) (0.338) (2.357) (0.148) (0.692) 

B-H q-values [0.417] [0.555] [0.000] [0.126] [0.149] [0.555] [0.149] [0.171] [0.931] 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- -0.150* -0.235 -0.135 -0.138* -0.088 -0.046 -0.648 -0.113* 0.022 

 (0.081) (0.544) (0.361) (0.081) (0.056) (0.096) (0.558) (0.060) (0.179) 

B-H q-values [0.263] [0.798] [0.798] [0.263] [0.263] [0.798] [0.441] [0.263] [0.9] 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- 0.079 0.065 0.143 0.073 0.100* 0.112 -0.951** 0.085 0.105 

 (0.081) (0.547) (0.314) (0.083) (0.055) (0.081) (0.459) (0.055) (0.134) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- -0.027 -0.611 0.129 0.037 -0.012 -0.099 -0.168 -0.025 0.334*** 

 (0.086) (0.477) (0.309) (0.081) (0.053) (0.081) (0.474) (0.056) (0.127) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- 0.112 0.112 0.489 0.092 0.078 0.101 -0.528 0.102 -0.004 

 (0.097) (0.598) (0.444) (0.101) (0.068) (0.095) (0.505) (0.066) (0.153) 

          

Observations 27,287 27,291 27,291 27,287 27,292 27,292 27,292 27,287 20,260 

R-squared 0.577 0.209 0.344 0.586 0.670 0.648 0.418 0.667 0.374 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variable are not shown. 

Pesticide, herbicide, and fungicide spending as a separate measure is not possible to estimate due to insufficient observations. 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1  
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Table A.12: Household Farm Spending SUTVA Check 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

VARIABLES 

IHS(Total 

Spending) 

IHS(Chem. 

Inputs) 
IHS(Seeds) IHS(Manure) 

IHS(Land 

Rental) 
IHS(Irrigation) 

IHS(Labor 

Hiring) 

IHS(Total 

Spending) 

                  

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- 5.361 6.509***, ††† 4.106 1.117 -0.044 0.463 -0.288 4.283 
 

(3.479) (1.598) (2.981) (2.615) (2.620) (0.653) (0.735) (2.964) 

B-H q-values [0.336] [0.000] [0.336] [0.794] [0.987] [0.766] [0.794] [0.336] 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- -0.206 -0.548 -0.510* -0.356 0.541 0.234 0.724** -0.260 

 (0.223) (0.824) (0.302) (1.678) (0.617) (0.294) (0.364) (0.535) 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- -0.166 -0.747 -0.449* 0.520 1.145** 0.094 0.110 -0.385 
 

(0.181) (0.750) (0.233) (0.981) (0.569) (0.289) (0.456) (0.456) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- 0.200 0.839 0.081 0.679 0.096 0.465* 0.293 0.723 
 

(0.183) (0.717) (0.278) (1.165) (0.542) (0.241) (0.414) (0.495) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- 0.040 -0.758 -0.015 2.355* 0.343 -0.097 -0.206 0.112 
 

(0.183) (0.650) (0.201) (1.227) (0.718) (0.193) (0.380) (0.523) 

!"!#$,(&',&6] × #)*+,$- 0.161 -1.441 -0.222 0.383 0.657 0.247 0.605 -0.378 
 

(0.362) (1.476) (0.367) (1.151) (0.870) (0.369) (0.577) (0.827) 

!"!#$,(&6,<'] × #)*+,$- -0.190 -0.542 -0.145 -0.313 -1.055** 0.830* -0.394 -0.046 
 

(0.184) (0.857) (0.196) (0.760) (0.489) (0.457) (0.493) (0.535) 

!"!#$,(<',<6] × #)*+,$- 0.403** 1.234 0.070 1.711*** 1.764 0.159 0.904* 0.554 
 

(0.157) (0.782) (0.122) (0.621) (1.108) (0.329) (0.476) (0.991) 

!"!#$,(<6,='] × #)*+,$- 0.265 0.268 0.198 0.110 2.176 -0.315 1.404* 1.346* 
 

(0.205) (0.770) (0.229) (0.968) (1.412) (0.432) (0.800) (0.773) 

         

Observations 36,455 36,455 36,455 10,328 36,455 36,455 36,455 36,455 

R-squared 0.204 0.399 0.190 0.351 0.316 0.063 0.196 0.202 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variable are not show.  Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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Table A.13: HH Farm Spending with Never Mover Household Heads 

  (1) (2) (3) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

VARIABLES 

IHS(Total 

Spending) 

IHS(Chem. 

Inputs) 
IHS(Seeds) IHS(Manure) 

IHS(Land 

Rental) 
IHS(Irrigation) 

IHS(Labor 

Hiring) 

                

!"!#$,['] × #)*+,$- 7.452**, †† 8.372***, ††† 6.368**, †† -0.762 0.593 0.289 4.760* 
 (3.208) (2.109) (2.631) (3.475) (0.404) (0.817) (2.688) 

B-H q-values [0.047] [0.000] [0.047] [0.827] [0.199] [0.827] [0.135] 

!"!#$,(',6] × #)*+,$- -0.065 -0.164 -0.440 0.846 -0.009 0.954* -0.048 
 (0.269) (0.993) (0.356) (0.838) (0.356) (0.504) (0.695) 

!"!#$,(6,7'] × #)*+,$- -0.094 -0.708 -0.229 0.797 -0.078 -0.119 -0.266 
 (0.215) (0.897) (0.266) (0.745) (0.311) (0.554) (0.628) 

!"!#$,(7',76] × #)*+,$- 0.300 0.470 0.259 0.335 0.765** 0.681 0.500 
 (0.212) (0.855) (0.268) (0.630) (0.303) (0.465) (0.592) 

!"!#$,(76,&'] × #)*+,$- 0.179 -1.045 0.230 0.903 0.088 0.092 0.275 

 (0.206) (0.793) (0.232) (0.813) (0.229) (0.500) (0.533) 

        
Observations 19,531 19,531 19,531 19,531 19,531 19,531 19,531 

R-squared 0.201 0.430 0.183 0.340 0.098 0.214 0.252 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all estimations. 

Coefficients for control variable are not shown. 

Pesticide, herbicide, and fungicide spending as a separate measure is not possible to estimate due to insufficient observations. 

Coefficients for control variables are not shown. Benjamini-Hochberg q-values adjusted for multiple outcomes are in brackets.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, ††† q<0.01, †† q<0.05, † q<0.1 
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SECTION A.4: DETERMINANTS OF LSLA PLACEMENT 

In estimating the effects of Cambodia LSLAs on local communities, it is important to acknowledge 

that the placement and timing of LSLAs are not random.11 A review of previous literature on the 

spatial placement of agriculture-based investment indicates a wide variety of factors determine 

where investors ultimately site their projects, including climatic conditions, market size, market 

access, human capital, transportation infrastructure, local institutions, and political representation 

(Bunte et al., 2018). Furthermore, the timing of the placement is likely endogenous since 

companies are probably exhausting the most promising land early, leaving areas that receive 

LSLAs later in the investment period systematically different from those areas receiving LSLAs 

earlier.  

In an effort to clarify the endogeneity concerns inherent in an effort to determine causal 

effects of LSLAs, I analyze the endogeneity of treatment in a manner similar to Jensen and Oster 

(2009) and La Ferrara et al. (2012) and use the CSES data from 1996, the year the RGC began 

allocating LSLAs, to explore the determinants of both the location and timing of LSLAs. I explore 

conditional correlations between treatment both spatially and temporally. I also examine the 

relationship between my outcome variables and treatment in the pre-treatment period. Since there 

were two small LSLAs leased in 1996, I omit villages that were within 20 kilometers of these from 

this sample. This amounts to a loss of 16 villages. Table A.14 describes the variables used in this 

supplementary analysis. I also am consistent with the main analysis here and omit observations 

 
11 To my knowledge, only one previous study has examined the community-level determinants of how LSLAs are 
spatially distributed within a country. Osabuohien (2014) examines this in the context of Nigeria and finds that 
contrary to expectations local institutions are not a significant determinant in the process. He finds the most important 
determinants to be the population density, adult education levels, and rainfall. Due to the difference in the socio-
economic contexts between Cambodia and Nigeria, Osabuohien’s data limitations, and the availability of pre-LSLA 
data, I explore this question independently. 
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that are within 20 kilometers of one of the 17 LSLAs for which the ODC contains no date of 

establishment.  

Table A.15 shows OLS estimates of bivariate, multivariate, and province fixed effects 

models between likely determinants of the timing for when in the sample will to be located within 

10 kilometers of an LSLA. Each row of the first three columns from the left are the results of a 

binary regression. The two rightmost columns are the results of estimating multivariate and fixed 

effects models, respectively. The r-squared values in the binary regressions are relatively high for 

several of the variables such as historical average precipitation, land rights presence, presence of 

toilets in the village and household business ownership. This should not pose much of a threat to 

my identification strategy since as long as they are not changing over time in the treated and non-

treated areas. 

Table A.16 looks at variables determining selection into treatment at 10 kilometers. It is 

organized in the same way as Table A.15. Looking at the r-squared values for the bivariate 

correlations all explain very little of the variation in whether a village eventually receives an LSLA 

at 10 kilometers, except for the notable exception of the historical precipitation variable, 

suggesting much of the decision making on where to locate an LSLA is based on the climatic 

conditions and water availability in its area. None, except for the average historical precipitation 

variable, health center proximity variable, and the road proximity variable, are statistically 

significant when controlling for the province of the village and almost all the variation seems to 

be accounted for by the province fixed effects and the historical precipitation variable. This 

suggests that to control for historical climatic differences, regional fixed effects need to be for 

geographic units smaller than provinces, either districts or communes. However, omitting this 
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variable from the main DID analysis in this paper does not pose a problem since historical weather 

patterns are by definition time-invariant.  

I also examine whether the receipt of an LSLA within 10 kilometers and five kilometers 

(the relevant distances indicated by my main findings) of one’s village is predictable from the pre-

treatment levels of the dependent variables in my main analysis. Tables A.17 through A.19 show 

that conditional on the basic controls above, future receipt of an LSLA does not appear to be 

measurable and systematically related to the initial levels of economic activity in any of the three 

sectors I examine in this paper. There is statistical significance on the agricultural labor variable 

for adults and adult females at the 95 percent level in the test for selection into treatment in the 10-

kilometer range. However, the sign is in the opposite direction of the results I find in the main DID 

analysis. Note it is not possible to check on endogeneity of LSLA placement related to household 

farming investment since this was not a component of the CSES in 1996. 
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 SECTION A.5: DETERMINANTS OF LSLA PLACEMENT TABLES 
 

Table A.14: Variables for Exogenous Treatment 
Data Source: Cambodia Socioeconomic Survey 1996 (unless otherwise noted) 

Dependent Variables 
Variable Definition 

Employed Binary equal to one if working in paid role outside of agricultural labor (either employee or 
business owner) in primary economic activity, zero otherwise. 
 

Independent Producer Binary equal to one if economically active in the past week in crop production, livestock, 
hunting, fishing, intended for sale at market in primary occupation. Zero otherwise. 
Corresponds to other ISIC-88 codes: 611, 612, 613, 621, and 622 
 

Agricultural Laborer Binary equal to one if economically active in the past week as laborer for agricultural 
company in primary occupation. Zero otherwise. Corresponds to other ISIC-88 code: 921 

  
Independent Variables 

Sex Ind. Level, Binary equal to 1 if female, 0 otherwise 
 

Age Ind. Level, Years lived 
 

Average Village Precipitation Village Level, Average annual precipitation measured from averaged precipitation from 1960 
to 1990 in the months of Dec., March, July, and Sept. within a 20 kilometer radius of village 
location (Hijmans et al. 2005). 
 

Rural Village Level, Binary equal to 1 if village classified by CSES as rural, 0 otherwise 
 

Land Rights Presence Household Level, Binary equal to 1 if household reports either residential land or farmland 
covered by official titling document, 0 otherwise 
 

Distance to Primary School Village Level, Distance in kilometers to nearest primary school 
 

Distance to Closest Tarmac Road Village Level, Distance in kilometers to nearest tarmac road 
 

Welfare Index Household Level, Welfare index calculated using principal components analysis (PCA). 
Variables used in the PCA calculations are binary variables for earth floor, bamboo floor, floor 
from refined material, indoor plumbing, radio, television, refrigerator, air conditioner, car, 
bike, stove, toilet, latrine, gasoline generator, motorcycle, telephone  
 

Food Consumption Household Level, Amount of CMD riels household spends on food in a typical week 
 

Household Size Household Level, Number of people in the household 
 

Household Head Education Level Household Level, Education level attained by the household head 
 

Household Head Age Household Level, Age in years lived by the household head 
 

Household Head Sex Household Level, Binary equal to 1 if household head is female, 0 otherwise 
 

Province Fixed Effects Indicators for province 
 

Treatment 20 km (Variable of Interest) Village Level, Binary equal to 1 if village is located within 20 kilometers of LSLA from 1997 to 
2016, 0 otherwise 
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Table A.15: 1998 Village Treatment Relationships 

VARIABLES Coef. 
(St. Error) Constant Obs R2  Treated 10 

km 
Treated 10 

km 
         
Avg. Hist. Precip. 0.025** 2001.2*** 

110  0.075  
 0.038*** -0.028 

 (0.010) (0.779)  (0.013) (0.020) 

rural 2.880*** 2004.6*** 
110  0.041  

 2.894*** -0.157 

 (0.884) (0.580)  (1.017) (0.440) 

Land Rights -1.897* 2004.2*** 
110  0.032  

 0.343 0.171 

 (0.999) (0.565)  (1.077) (0.464) 

Prim. School -0.689 2004.1*** 
110  0.007  

 -0.433 -0.028 

 (0.807) (0.430)  (0.807) (0.477) 

Health Facility -1.444 2003.3*** 
110  0.017  

 -0.952 1.369 

 (1.108) (0.991)  (1.135) (0.885) 

Near Road 0.592 2003.8*** 
110  0.003  

 0.779 -1.203 

 (1.089) (0.833)  (1.085) (0.929) 

Food Cons. 0.000 2004*** 
110  0.000  

 0.000 -0.000 

 (0.000) (0.434)  (0.000) (0.000) 

Educ. Cons. -0.000 2003.8*** 
110  0.007  

 0.000 0.000 

 (0.000) (0.399)  (0.000) (0.000) 

Car 27.315** 2003.8*** 
110  0.008  

 67.700*** -2.160 

 (11.424) (0.730)  (22.647) (11.190) 

Bike 0.019 2003.8*** 
110  0.000  

 2.731** 0.097 

 (1.250) (0.406)  (1.356) (1.459) 

Generator 8.040 2003.6*** 
110  0.002  

 -18.712 -4.330 

 (16.542) (0.419)  (19.372) (14.426) 

Improved Floor 2.584 2003.8*** 
110  0.012  

 3.484 3.463* 

 (2.723) (0.396)  (3.092) (2.054) 

Telephone -1.558 2004.1*** 
110  0.000  

 47.187** 24.865 

 (30.472) (0.413)  (20.235) (20.259) 

Toilet -6.022*** 2004.3*** 
110  0.041  

 -8.765** -5.457** 

 (2.178) (0.442)  (3.590) (2.327) 

Business -5.211*** 2004.9*** 
110  0.057  

 -3.998** -0.268 

 (1.578) (0.845)  (1.816) (0.849) 

Adult Edu. Lvl. -0.370 1999.8*** 
110  0.019  

 0.065 0.010 

 (0.255) (1.645)  (0.336) (0.179) 

     Constant 1993.3*** 2008.6*** 

     
 (2.811) (3.931) 

        

     Obs 659 659 
      R2 0.236 0.485 
Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  
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Table A.16: 1998 Village Treatment Timing Relationships 

VARIABLES 
Coef. 

(St. Error) Constant Obs R2  Year Treated 
10 km 

Year Treated 
10 km 

                
Avg. Hist. Precip. 0.004*** -0.339*** 659 0.169  0.004*** 0.005*** 

 (0.001) (0.091)   
 (0.001) (0.002) 

Rural 0.129*** 0.067*** 659 0.021  0.069* 0.017 

 (0.027) (0.021)   
 (0.041) (0.038) 

Land Rights -0.093** 0.215*** 659 0.009  -0.047 0.035 

 (0.039) (0.027)   
 (0.035) (0.034) 

Prim. School -0.044 0.192*** 659 0.003  -0.047 -0.012 

 (0.031) (0.024)   
 (0.030) (0.025) 

Health Facility -0.042 0.176*** 659 0.002  -0.017 -0.053* 

 (0.033) (0.017)   
 (0.034) (0.030) 

Near Road 0.021 0.150*** 659 0.000  0.111*** 0.106*** 

 (0.036) (0.032)   
 (0.037) (0.034) 

Food Cons. -0.000 0.199*** 659 0.002  -0.000 -0.000 

 (0.000) (0.030)   
 (0.000) (0.000) 

Educ. Cons. -0.000*** 0.197*** 659 0.016  -0.000 -0.000 

 (0.000) (0.018)   
 (0.000) (0.000) 

Car -0.752*** 0.178*** 659 0.011  0.165 -0.041 

 (0.138) (0.015)   
 (0.262) (0.176) 

Bike -0.014 0.174*** 659 0.000  0.097* -0.026 

 (0.060) (0.035)   
 (0.054) (0.047) 

Generator -0.628*** 0.182*** 659 0.014  -0.113 -0.140 

 (0.100) (0.016)   
 (0.124) (0.121) 

Improved Floor -0.241*** 0.216*** 659 0.039  -0.164*** 0.041 

 (0.035) (0.019)   
 (0.056) (0.056) 

Telephone -0.765*** 0.176*** 659 0.008  0.412 0.321 

 (0.155) (0.015)   
 (0.363) (0.269) 

Toilet -0.219*** 0.209*** 659 0.037  0.032 -0.053 

 (0.027) (0.018)   
 (0.068) (0.065) 

Business -0.082 0.176*** 659 0.001  0.108 0.101 

 (0.097) (0.019)   
 (0.093) (0.069) 

Adult Edu. Lvl. -0.047*** 0.347*** 659 0.057  -0.020* -0.020* 

 (0.007) (0.035)    (0.011) (0.010) 

     Constant -0.366*** -0.553*** 

      (0.125) (0.194) 

     
 

  
     Obs 110 110 
          R2 0.289 0.779 
Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table A.17: 1996 Relationships Between LSLA Proximity and Employment, Adults - 10 Kilometers 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Independent Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

          

!"!#$,&' -0.011 -0.028 0.005 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 0.007 0.004 0.012 

  (0.014) (0.022) (0.012) (0.002) (0.004) (0.001) (0.012) (0.014) (0.011) 

Constant 0.252*** 0.225*** 0.160*** 0.000 -0.007 0.007 -0.111** -0.140* -0.079* 

 (0.040) (0.064) (0.030) (0.006) (0.008) (0.005) (0.053) (0.073) (0.041) 

          
Observations 15,032 7,296 7,736 15,032 7,296 7,736 15,032 7,296 7,736 

R-squared 0.177 0.180 0.112 0.010 0.016 0.008 0.051 0.080 0.033 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all regressions 

Province fixed effects included in all regressions. Other controls are rural, average historical annual precipitation, land rights presence,  

primary school, health facility, near road, household food consumption, business operations, adult education level, and age. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table A.18: 1996 Relationships Between LSLA Proximity and Employment, Adults - 5 Kilometers 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES Non Ag. Employed Ag. Laborer Independent Producer 

Sample All Females Males All Females Males All Females Males 

          

!"!#$,( -0.018 -0.029 -0.001 -0.006** -0.010** -0.000 0.024 0.028 0.021 

 (0.019) (0.029) (0.017) (0.003) (0.005) (0.001) (0.027) (0.031) (0.024) 

Constant 0.247*** 0.229*** 0.153*** -0.003 -0.013 0.009 -0.096** -0.117* -0.071** 

 (0.039) (0.062) (0.031) (0.007) (0.010) (0.006) (0.044) (0.062) (0.032) 

          
Observations 15,032 7,296 7,736 15,032 7,296 7,736 15,032 7,296 7,736 

R-squared 0.177 0.180 0.112 0.011 0.018 0.007 0.052 0.082 0.033 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all regressions. 

Province fixed effects included in all regressions. Other controls are rural, average historical annual precipitation, land rights presence,  

primary school, health facility, near road, household food consumption, business operations, adult education level, and age. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table A.19: 1996 Relationships Between LSLA Proximity and Employment, Children and Adolescents - 5 Kilometers 

 Panel I: Non Ag. Paid Employment 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Age Children 10-14 Adols. 15-19 

Sample: All Male Female All Male Female 

VARIABLES Employed Employed Employed Employed Employed Employed 

              

!"!#$,& -0.005 0.016 -0.013 -0.030 -0.049* -0.022 

 (0.008) (0.016) (0.013) (0.018) (0.026) (0.026) 

Constant 0.115 0.028 0.141 -0.027 -0.125 0.016 

 (0.074) (0.113) (0.100) (0.130) (0.193) (0.154) 

       

Observations 1,337 585 752 2,314 977 1,337 

R-squared 0.105 0.135 0.116 0.146 0.199 0.147 

 Panel II: Independent Production 

 (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

             

!"!#$,& 0.002 0.004  - -0.001 -0.004 -0.002 

 (0.002) (0.004)  - (0.001) (0.004) (0.002) 

Constant -0.031 -0.080  - -0.029 -0.027 -0.034 

 (0.030) (0.077)  - (0.026) (0.020) (0.043) 

   
 - 

   

Observations 1,337 585  - 2,314 977 1,337 

R-squared 0.058 0.144  - 0.028 0.039 0.053 

 Panel III: Agricultural Labor 

 (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) 

 Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer 

             

!"!#$,& 0.022 -0.001 0.049 0.030 0.022 0.025 

 (0.016) (0.008) (0.030) (0.033) (0.050) (0.037) 

Constant 0.053 -0.041 0.122 -0.179 -0.423 0.014 

 (0.070) (0.059) (0.127) (0.155) (0.299) (0.072) 

       

Observations 1,337 585 752 2,314 977 1,337 

R-squared 0.065 0.052 0.099 0.088 0.179 0.027 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all regressions. 

Province fixed effects included in all regressions. Other controls are rural, average historical annual precipitation, land rights presence,  

primary school, health facility, near road, household food consumption, business operations, adult education level, and age. 

Estimation (9) not possible due to no variation in the outcome variable. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table A.20: 1996 Relationships Between LSLA Proximity and Employment, Children and Adolescents - 10 Kilometers 

 Panel I: Non Ag. Paid Employment 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Age Children 10-14 Adols. 15-19 

Sample: All Male Female All Male Female 

VARIABLES Employed Employed Employed Employed Employed Employed 

              

!"!#$,'( -0.018 -0.005 -0.033 -0.027 -0.025 -0.029 

 (0.012) (0.009) (0.024) (0.017) (0.028) (0.018) 

Constant 0.097 0.008 0.116 -0.032 -0.101 -0.008 

 (0.078) (0.115) (0.110) (0.138) (0.206) (0.161) 

       

Observations 1,337 585 752 2,314 977 1,337 

R-squared 0.106 0.135 0.119 0.147 0.198 0.148 

 Panel II: Independent Production 

 (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

Independent 

Production 

             

!"!#$,'( -0.000 -0.001  - -0.002 0.001 -0.006 

  (0.001) (0.002)  - (0.003) (0.002) (0.006) 

Constant -0.033 -0.085  - -0.030 -0.022 -0.042 

 (0.032) (0.080)  - (0.028) (0.017) (0.049) 

    -    

Observations 1,337 585  - 2,314 977 1,337 

R-squared 0.058 0.144  - 0.028 0.039 0.053 

 Panel III: Agricultural Labor 

 (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) 

 Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer Ag. Laborer 

             

!"!#$,'( 0.017 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.008 0.027** 

  (0.010) (0.015) (0.018) (0.015) (0.027) (0.014) 

Constant 0.056 -0.023 0.104 -0.188 -0.437 0.033 

 (0.074) (0.064) (0.136) (0.176) (0.328) (0.080) 

       

Observations 1,337 585 752 2,314 977 1,337 

R-squared 0.065 0.055 0.095 0.087 0.179 0.029 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the village level are in parentheses. 

Survey-provided probability weights are used in all regressions. 

Province fixed effects included in all regressions. Other controls are rural, average historical annual precipitation, land rights presence,  

primary school, health facility, near road, household food consumption, business operations, adult education level, and age. 

Estimation (9) not possible due to no variation in the outcome variable.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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